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Abstract
This qualitative study addresses the identity crisis
that corporate video departments are facing today in America.
Erom depth interviews with five well-published industry
Ieaders in corporate and nonbloadcast video, themes emerged
that indicate sevelal keys to the survival and the success of
corporate video departments ' The themes, including glolrth,
hard times, changing functions, rrorth, successful traits,
olganizational placement, personnel, professional association
support, and corporate vj.deo future are suPPorted by actuaf
interview quotes and are compared to a review of the
literatule. Finally, the directions for future research
provide suggestions for further investigation.
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Chapte! 1
INIRODUCIION AND IJIAERAIITRE REVIEW
I.[lrsdtr.glisB
It is corunonpface fo! a corporate video department to
influence changes within a company. Many of the departments
directly affected by such an in-house capability have
experienced the benefits that a corporate vj.deo department
can offer. But what haPPens to the video department in
changing times - when the company experiences rapid growth,
hostile takeover, employee layoffs and/or company mergers?
Through qualitative research, this researcher will
analyze the experiences and Perspective of five outstanding
industry leaders using recorded interviews as the basis for
data collection.
This researcher will focus on the survival of the
corporate video department by analyzing interview transcripts
to determine how the video industry as a whole may be
changing and how other video departments have coped with
major changes.
Evaluating these changes and how they effect a corporate
video department wiLL reveal a clearer understanding and
definition of a departmentrs objectives and identity within
the ever changing colporate environment.
Be-s.err.qh-Egrls
By observing and analyzing how corporate video is
struggling for an identity, this researcher seeks to find
those essential elements that are necessary for a successful
corporate video department .
Use of quaLitative research methods for analyzing the
transcribed interviews will realize more than the statistics
and relational measures typically obtained from conventional
quantitative methods. oualitative research has been used as
a very useful sociaf science research tool when studied
"cause and effect" is neither a cfear result nor wanted'
The precise type of qualitative research wiLl be a
de script ive-explanatory study that aj-ms "both to describe
certain aspects of a real poPulation and to investigate
causal relations within that populationr' (Selvin, L979,
p. 23"D .
This study wifl evaluate characteristics of the
corporate video departnent, accounting for variations found
within the lesponses of the interviewed participants. The
freedom of latitude using this method of research can be
stated best by B.F. Skinner, when he $rrote 'rwhen you run into
something interesting, drop everything elsd and study itn
(cited in Isaac and Michael , L984, p' 226). The ability to
investigate and lead away from any stated hypothesis or
theory will give this research an unbiased beginning that is
needed for such a significant field of study.
2
E'inally, serendipity rather than theory is the art of
finding something while you are looking for something e1se.
Thelefore, this study should not j.ntroduce treatments into
controlled or experimental conditions, as in conventional
quantitative methods, but should have the freedom to explore
opinions and evaluate social conditions that can best be
accomplish by qualitatj.ve research methods.
@ Corporate Vidao
GrcI&X
Since television began in the 1930s, it has evolved into
more than an entertainment and information mediumi it has
firmly found a place in corporate America as a viable, often
vital, internal communication tool . video has also had an
important impact on hor,r businesses communicate internally and
externally and is 1ike1y to continue its impact even to
affect many other sectors of our society (Stokes, 1988).
Conunenting on the fast pace of corporate television in
the 1970s and 1980s, n...the actual grorth of the private
television industry has exceeded our most optimistic
predictions" (Brush and Brush, 1986, p. 6).
As Brush and Brush (1986) state:
While the extens j-ve use of private televisionis Less than 20 years old - rrith most of its
devel-opment taking place during the last 10years 
- many organizations had been using it
on an infrequent basis for a much longer
' period. Almost from the time that teLevision
became a commercj-a1 medium, various companies
began finding vrays of harnessing its power andimpact for private communications purposes
1p. 1s) .
Growth in the corPorate video industry has been an
under.Lying theme in nearly every book and report written on
the subject within the Past decade.
As Dranov, Moore, and Hickey (1982) rrrote:
The use of video by business and industry has
grown steadily over the past decade. Although
ihe rate of growth is difficult to quantify.
there j.s no doubt that video is being used to
achieve an increasingly broad range of
corporate objectives, from employee traLning
to morale boosting 1P. 155)
As Stokes (1988) wrote, "Business and industry comprise
one of the fastest developing segments of nonbroadcast user.
This growth is not only reflected in sheer nu bers, but in
the klnds of video aPplications explored and the types of
hardware acquired" 1P. 33).
Continuing, Jurek (1989) wrote, "Corporate television is
the fastest growing segment of nonbroadcast video. Today,
companies that never dreamed of producing a television
program are becoming lavenous video users" (P. 41).
The first Brush Report on prj.vate teLevLsion
communications, written in L974, found that more than 300
corporations and other private organizations were involved in
private television production and distribution.
Additionally, the report identified more than 75 private
video networks operating alound the country, which, to be
considered a network, had to originate programming to five or
more geographic locations' The Brushes' latest complete
report, published in 1986' estimates that some 8,500
organizations are producing video for communications and/or
training (Brush and Brush, 1974, L986) .
The reasons for growth are as varied as the applications
for video; however, there are two determining factors: 1)
The communication and training needs, which private
television addresses more effectively than any other mediumi
and 2) the availabitity of Iow-cost, easy-to-operate
equlpment, combined with creative' objective-oriented
concepts and production techniques allowing for "cost-
effective practicality for most organizations" (Brush and
Brush, 1986, P. 7) .
As Stokes (1988) states:
The pioneers of this sector were large
companies that needed to communicate \dj'th many
bra-nch offices and factories geographicallydispersed throughout the country'... Theproglams produced by these businesses and
inaustrieJ are as diverse as the companies
themselves. However, most programming fa]Is
into one of three basic categories: training,
communications and marketing 1p. 33)
other industry indicators help denonstrate this growth
of the nonbroadcast video industry. Major trade journals are
reporting circulations of between 20r000 and 30r000. (Note,
not all video users are subscribers. ) Video Expo, a leading
industry trade show, registers more than L2,000 attendees
each year in New York, with thousands of other attendees for
shows in Los AngeLes, orlando, and San Erancisco ' The
leading organization for professionals in corporate
television 
- 
the International Television Association (ITVA)
- 
also continues to shold membership grordth. Since its
inception one year after the first Brush report in 1974, ITVA
has grown from 800 to over 8r000 members, with continued
growth every month (Stokes, 1988).
The acceptance of video within private homes greatly
influenced the growth and acceptance of video as a
communications medium within business and industry. Todayrs
adults have grown up with television and are willing to
process information presented via television programming.
The grolth of consumer-graded vCRs and cameras has enabled
the acceptance and lowering of the intlmidation factor for
hardware purchases by decision-making executives. rt is not
unconmon for many of these executives to oern or to have used
consumer gear at home for their own video productions'
Anothe! reason for the grolrth in business and industry is the
cost effectiveness of video programming when compared to
increased travel cost. By using videotape for program
distribution, companies can reduce travel budgets and cut
down on time lost by personnel traveling from site to site.
Video also ensures that the message remains consistent.
FinaLly, the increased acceptance can be attributed to the
creative eLement attainable with video. ',subjects that rdould
otherwise be dry 
- 
and perhaps even too abstract to
understand readily 
- 
can be brought to 1ife through the
medium" (Stokes, 1988, p. 3).
According to Brush and Brush (1996), managers have lived
through severaL management 
-theorj-e s-turned-fads, but the
managing of emerging video into the organj.zation has been
diffelent.
$hen video filst came into serious use in many
organj.zations, field managers thought that it,
too, was just another "fad" of toP
management's and that it would soon fade from
sight. . . . One thing that has kept video alive
and weLl and a sure "fit" in any colPorate
culture is the fact that vi.deo from the start
was seen as a solution to a definite corporate
problem and was supported by toP management at
its introduction (P. 35).
While most video departments obtained their management
support and start within the Training Department, video soon
found othe! aPP I i cat ion s, part icularly int e rna 1
communications needs (Brush and Brush, 1986) .
Technology has been of clucial importance to the growth
of the corpolate video department because the department
serves many uses. And as Schindler (1989) explains:
Corporate video was born in the early
Seventies as part of the age of sma1l format
television technology. The business worId,
atready exPerienced in corPorate
conmunications via sma1l scale pubLishing,
filmmaking, and photography, caught onquickly. Since that time, the history of
corporate video has been propelled by
technology deve lopment 1p. 41).
As Carlberg (1991) comments on the effect that the
videocassette had on the growth of corporate video:
The average video manager has a special
fondness for the videocassette. After aIL,
that seemingly sterj.Le grayish plastic box
made tel,evision easy to use for the average
corporate employee. No tape to thread, guides
to check or rrpilotrs license" needed to
operate it (p. 29).
Although many have written on al-1 the above reasons for
growth in the corporate video industry, the sometimes
forgotten contributols are people. As Brush and Brush (1974)
report, "But the best equipment in the world wil-l not produce
a good television program without experienced, creative
people to run it. And, at the moment, developing these
people is the key to the growth of the business" (p. 13).
Staffing
Proper staffing of the corporate video department is
important for its success and growth. As ,Jurek (1989)
states, "The success of nonbroadcast television hinges on the
people who produce it. As the technology changes and the
need for more communication and training grolrs, the need for
quality communications professLonals also grolds" 1p. 19).
And as Blush and Brush (1974) emphasize:
High-quality programming can onl-y be equated$rith one thing: the high quality of thinking
and creativity that go into producing a
show..., To get the Ievel of production staff
necessary to fulfill these functions, it is
necessary to pay good salaries.., (p. 77).
But as Brush and Brush (1977) also note, "No one goes
into private television to get rich. The motivation is the
medium not the money. Salaries in the industry are
determined by the prevailing forces of the l_ocal job
market..." (p.90).
A recent survey of salaries prove that salaries range
from $10,000 to $15,000 for a product j.on assistant to over
$50r000 as a video department manager or director. The
salaries of technicians, engineers, writers' directors and
producers tlpicalLy falI betldeen the $15r000 - S50r000+ range
(,Jurek, 1989).
The staff size of video dePartments has remained
constant for the past eight years. In 1981' the median staff
size was 3.5 people. rn 1986, it fel-I to an even 3.0 people.
As reported in the l-ast update survey in 1988, staff size had
increased to 3.8 peoPle. In terms of percentages, 40 percent
experienced staff reduction bettreen 1986-88, while 34 percent
experienced an increase (Brush and Brush, 1988) '
As Rice (1989) exPlains:
The erhoLe corporate television industry is In
a tumultuous time. There are more companies
us j.ng video in more asPects than ever before.
within the corporate malket, there is a true
diversity of individuals. In-house personnel
is still driving the market, but independents,
be they independent ploducers and creativepeople, or production houses and facilities,
are making their presence known (P' 8) .
Because corporate television is coping with staffing
restrictions, freelancing is becoming more viable as an
option for video managers and producers. "Freelancing is
almost an industry unto itself. Born of necessity, fueled by
economics, the freelancer has found the market hard to get
into, but...is well rdorth the effort" (Jurek, 1989, p.215).
Layoffs and takeovers within the broadcast networks and
decreased budgets for affitiates flooded a we11-trained work
force into the corporate
There are various types
nonbroadcast freelancing market.
freelancers (orde! according to
9
or
of
greatest nutnber in a recent ITVA survey) : producer, one-
person operation, writer, vJ.deographer, director, manager,
edj-tor, audiovisual specialist, assistant producer,
technicj.an, engineer, and production assistant. Many video
departments maintain a selected list of freelancers and, in
turn, freelancers commonly have trdo or three major cLients
and several minor ones (,Jurek, 1989).
I'or the video manage!, producer or director, the
difference between a complete vldeo staff or a freelance
"staff" is a budget lLne item difference between salaries and
contract services. with upper management placing video
departments in a hiring freeze, adding staff is a problem.
Use of freelancers varies, depending on business growth and
opportunity. There is one item to note: overhead cost
changes the way one compares the differences between
freeLance and full--time; fu11-time staff members cost
benefits, space, phones, desks, etc. (Carlberg, 1991).
At times, it has been difficult for the corporate video
department to affiliate itself within one department on the
coxporate organizational chart. As Barr (1990) explains:
The reason: video remains a difficult
organizational fit in most companies, oftentimes being shuttled between such departments
as training, public relations, corporate
communications, advertising and narketing. In
many cases, mixing various media for a project
may mean traversing tough interdepartmentalbarriers; very few companies have one centrafdepa!tment, detegating and determining hov,best to use various medias (p. 2g).
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"one of the most imPortant decisions to make concerning
the media department is where it will be placed in the
overalf corporate structure" (p. 41) . For exampfe, if a
video department is placed under the training department
umbreI1a, or a certain funct.ion of training' it nay be
perceived only as a training tool ' The same is true if one
specifies any direct functional responsibilities to a
particula! department (Marlow, 1,989) .
As Brush and Brush (1986) recommend:
where to tocate the video function in an
organization is a question vre are being askedquite often these days. As we have often
reported, the tlend over the last ten years
has been to centralize the video function in
the Corporate Conmunications Department. This
is the umbrella for many of the communications
and "relations" functions vtithin most
organizations. . . . The rationale is simple.
Corporate Communicat ions is - or should be -the information crossroads of the organization
1p. 12s) .
Generally, the best fit for the corporate video
department is in a Corporate Communications department
because of its proximity to top management. In 1988, 25
percent of the those surveyed said that they reassigned
within the last two years. Of those re-assigned, 28 percent
moved to Corporate Communications, 24 percent 
. 
changed to
marketing/saLes and 24 percent crossed over to HRD/Training
(Brush and Brush, 1988) .
11
Cos.Lr
"Equating people and doLlars sounds heartless. ' 'like
Scrooge in Dickens' 'A Christmas Carol,' but people are
dollars - in safary, benefits, pencils, desks, floor space
and heat. And they represent dollars in sales, productivity
and cost-saving ideas" (Carlberg, 1991, p. 85).
The corporate video budget is where people and dollars
meet on paper and as Marlow (1989) exPlains, "The success of
an organizational media product5.on operation, from an
economic point of view, is based on develoPing a cost-
effective in-house media operation and producing media
products that provide positive economic results for the
organization" 1P. 221 ,
As Carlberg ( 19 91) states:
Business is based on a common denominator:
dollars. And, for the video manager, there
are always more "wants" than dollars to buy
them. In fact, the hardest part of a vj'deo
managerrs job is deciding how to best invest
budgeted dollars to do the most for the
company 1p. 51) .
According to Marlow (1989), the budget has three
functions: 1) planning future operatLonsr 2) coordinating
the organization's activities, and 3) controlling the action
of employees.
Corporate video operating budgets, including salaries,
facilities, tape stock, duplication, distribution, equipment
purchases and naintenance, and outside services, have
increased considerably since 1981. The median operating
budgets for video departments between 1981 and 19g6 have
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increased 66 percent and increased anothe! 22 percent in a
L988 survey. The average median budget increase for the past
10 years has been around 10 percent. Inflation has had an
effect on this increase, but if the prices of eguipment are
factored in, the gains are impressive (Brush and Brush, 1986,
1988).
As Dranov, Moore, and Hickey (1982) explain:
A key factor in the cost effectiveness of
video is the technology itself. ... Newer
developments in digital technlques,
miniaturizat ion, video disc technology and
longitudinal video recording should continue
to tield smalIer, Iighter weight, easier-to-
use and less expensive equipmeni 1p. 125).
In the latest update survey by Brush and Brush (1988),
some video departments did experience decreases l-n their
operating budgets: " . . . 11 percent Iof the survey
repondentsl said their 1988 budgets were decreased, with the
median decrease reported at ten percent" 1p. 20).
A video operation has several $rays for budgeting and
cost accounting for the functions performed for various
cLients. Generally there are four budgeting and accounting
methods: 1) Fu11 charge-back: all costs for program
production are charged to the client; 2) partial charge-
baek: only direc!, out-of-pocket expenses are charged to the
client; 3) dupl icat ion/dist ribut ion charge-back: only the
costs attributed to reproducing or distributing the program
are charged,. and 4) straight budget: an estirnate is used to
budget for production services and the fu1l amount is charged
to the client. Seventy-seven percent of video departments
13
charge back using one of the above methods, whereas the other
23 percent do not charge users for their services and most
use an annual fixed budget to select the vj-deo projects that
witl best serve the company (Brush and Brush, 1986).
As Marlow (1989) states. "with a properly structured
annual budget, the media department can flourish and provide
management with proof that it is making a contribution to the
organizatior't" 1P. 23) .
Distribution
According to Jurek (1989), "Nonbroadcast video has
achieved acceptance as a legitimate means of delivering
training, motivational, and .informational communications to
defined audiences" (P. 4).
The process of defivering the video medium j.n corporate
video is defined as a video netwolk or a distribution system
which, as a ruIe, carries programming to six or more
l-ocations from the point of origination. Using this rule as
a guideline, nearly all of departments surveyed in 1988 had a
video network in p1ace, while only 62 percent were so
equipped in 1973. The number of employee viewing locations
continues to grow once networks are in place. The same
survey reports that the median number of locations is 113
compared to onLy 8 locations in 1973 (Brush and Brush, 1938) .
According to Brush and Brush (1986):
Video is always more successful when it is
used to produce and deliver programs covering
a variety of applications since it usually
74
requires an organization to make two basic
commitments. One is to invest in some form ofptayback or program distribution system....
The other coNnitment is to assign a pelson tofunction, even on a part-time basis, as an in-
house video producer 1P. 60).
Brush and Brush (1977, 1986, 1988) found that the
applications for video programming, that is, the greatest
user of these video netrrorks, have changed in the past two
decades. In 1973. the reported largest use or need for
corporate video programming was in sales training. In 1981,
the largest user was in skilfs training, and by 1988 the
number one use for corPorate video was in employee
information. Simply summarized, "with all of the corporate
changes taking place, management now realizes that in times
of duress welf-informed employees are perhaps the best
friends management can have" (Brush and Bxush, 1988, p. 7).
Current Practices. Princigles. and .Prends
In order to determine what is current, one must be able
to accurately collect data on the corporate video worJ.d for
close examination. But Brush and Brush (1986) state that
this becomes increasingly difficult. In 1973, everyone in
the video business knew who aII the corporate video users
were, and since most usels r ere large enough to use their own
equipment, estimating dollar investments !{as easy. where
once, one could simply count studios, now f iel-d production
and outside services make it almost impossible to define what
a studj.o is, 1et alone count them. And the blurring of the
lines between consumer, corporate / industrial, and broadcast
1,5
equipment has presented problems j.n determining an accurate
picture of what is spent in the area of corporate television.
Upon examination of the principles learned in corporate
video, Brush and Brush (1986) Idrite:
In organizations which have been using video
successfully over a long period of time,you'fl find that it is a planned activity....
Publications, newsletters, bulletin boards,
A/v presentations. audiocassettes evenpurchased adve!tising and saLes promotion
materials prepared for external use' all work
together to achieve cfearly stated, previously
determined objectives 1P. 36).
carlberg (l-991) agrees, but with this thought: Donrt
just sit in the office and think only of video. '"Executives
$rant people who think about the organization and how video
can help as much of the organization as possible, not just a
smaIl, isolated part of it.'t (P. 151). It is a can do,
whatever- it -takes attitude that will mean survival for the
video department.
The perception of using video as a "fix-aI1"
communiiation tool creates a risk to video dePartments that
have obtained success in other areas such as training. As
CarLberg (1991) explains, rrThe message is pretty simple:
Make certain that video is doing the jobs that need video.
Don't be a useless function. If you can, spread your rj-sk to
insure success r' 1p. 28).
Brush and Brush (1986) expl,ain that the best use of
video stems f!om ',conveying the communj-cations associated
with the human face,' (p. 69) . As Brush and Brush (19g6)
continue, r,Every study we have conducted as well as those
t6
conducted by others say that employees want to hear company
policy directly from the people who set it. They vrant to get
key policy information directly from rthe horse's mouth'
1p. 69) .
Certainly video solves a wide variety of communication
problems, and compared to face-to-face contact' it is the
most direct method of communication. As Brush and Brush
(1977, 1988) disclose, the nu be! of programs produced by the
video department has risen considerably since 197?, where the
median was 21 programs. In 1986 the nuniber was 31 but has
decreased and levefed off in 1988 to 30. "The leveling off
of the program production numbers reaffirms...that the
tendency in organizations today is to be more selective with
their use of video programs" (1988, p. 9).
The number of programs is not the onl-y notable change.
The median length of video programs is decreasing to 17
minutes. As Brush and Brush (1988) explain:
...we have noticed a trend in some
organizations to produce sholt, single topic
"video memos'r..., we see this trend continuingbecause these shorter modules are better
suited to viewing in field locations as a part
of a local meeting or presentation than are
longer, more fully produced programs (p. 74).
,Jurek (1989) states that "whiLe 'downsizing' of some
departments and even elimination has occurfed, the value of
the industry is no longer in dispute. Economic downturns,
corporate takeovers, and some genuine managerial ineptness
have sidetracked the growth of some nonbroadcast department s'r
(p. 14).
t7
As Marlow (1989) states:
It is also clear that video has grown as a
corporate communications tool . But the
economic realities of the 1980s and(presumably) the 1990s have changed the nature
of so-cal}ed corporate video operations. A
visible number have been shut dorm, many havebeen down-sized. A few have turned to
external cLients for business. . ' .Apparently
nany corporations are usj.ng external resources
more frequently to realize their video
communications Product (P. ix).
In fact, mergers, downsizing, and other reorganizational
changes have affected the staff services of corporate
America, including vj.deo. Two-thirds of the video
departments surveyed reported that their company and their
video department services had undergone significant changes
between 1986 and 1988' The changes in video services
typically feLl into four categories: 1) Fu11 charge-back
system adopted, 2) independent profit center established, 3)
disbanded or divestitule to form an independent business, or
4) cut-backs with "do more ldith less" as the corporate
directive (Brush and Brush, 1988, p. 5).
With this "do more with less" directive from upper
management, Carlberg (1991) writes that a "shirt-sleeves
sleeves supervisor' sets the pace for the rest of the group'
Instead of directing others to work at a certain rate, the
supervisor lives the workstyle as an example to others" (p'
86).
Advanced technology has transformed 'the world of
corporate video specialist into video "generalist ' "
18
According to Carlberg (1991), "Another current tlend is to
place increasing value on peopLe who can handle a variety of
tasks. . . . The most successful facilities I surveyed for this
book have a core group of video professionaLs who are
'generalists' " (p. 87).
Advancements in presentation techniques have placed
typical video applications such as traj.ning, employee
information, marketing, or product introduction to other
internal corpolate organizations. Soseman (1990) states:
Thus, the terrLtory that ldas once cfaimed as
the video department's domain, vj.deoproduction and impressive program creation, is
now public domain. Tvro of the groups that
"are vying for control of the magic" aretelecommunications with videoconferencing
respons ibilities and desktop compute! graphics
with their multimedia presentations (p. 4).
As Mulligan (1986) sutns up current practices, principles
and trends:
over all, I see a sPeeding up of progress.
The environment has changed in many places.
The economic forces that "leaned up" the
American corporations and organizations also
have created a new respect for the value of
organizational televj.sion. Whil-e video can be
a cost saver, more importantly it can take
Limited resources (the new lean management
staff) and spread them consistentl-y to a large
number of peoPle (P. 3).
Eulr.re
"In an era of socia] and technol-ogical change, media
managers must be aldare of both emerging communications
technologies and social trends, and how they ldilL change the
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nature of the corporate media operation" (MarIott, 1989,
p. 1s5) .
As Brush and Brush (1986) state:
with the avalanche of new technologies, the
most important thing for anyone in any area of
communications to consider is that the control
of the conmunications process is shifting
rapidly from sender to receiver. That is'
many of the new technologies enable the
receiver - rather than the sender - toinitiate the corununications process (p. 241 !
As the world rapidly becomes digital, Ide may one day use
our office computer workstation to access fuIl-motion, color
video progratnming and display it directly on our computer
screen. Company-wide video-based messages, dial-up access to
libraries for traj-nj.ng programs, live videoconferencing - the
possibilities are endless. And if video becomes digital
data, who will have control? "what I s happening in video
teleconferencing is a prime example" (Blush and Brush, 1986,
p. 27) .
As for future video applications, Brush and Brush (1986)
list the top fj.ve in order as follows: NeI s programs,
employee information, employee orientation, employee
benefits, and nanagement development. Management development
and an unmentioned application - comrnunity relations - have
recently risen in rank' Video applications for community
re.Lations are increasing due to the use of video for
community, civic, school-' and church groups rather than
conventional slide presentations (Brush and Brush, 1986'
1988) .
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when asked about the survival of video, Brush and Brush
(1988) answer:
Yes there is a future, but not one lshj.ch many
of us may recognize. The future is not going
to be built on past experiences and grovthpatterns. Corporate video is going to be
radically different from now on (p' 27).
The future as described by Stokes (1988):
Overal1, the future for nonbroadcast video
looks bright. Thele wilL, of course, continue
to be olganizatj.ons that fail in their efforts
to use the technology, either as a result ofpoor planning or execution. Video is not an
endeavor that can be taken lightly, it
requires significant commitment of time and
money if it is to succeed within an
organization. Properly handled, of course,
vj.deo can become afmost as important to a
company's operation as its photocopy machines
1p. 123) .
Carlberg (1991) describes the respons ibilities that a
manager must fol-Iow to survive the future:
First among your respons ibi lit ies is keeping
up-to-date on the climate of industry and the
"tusiness weather't that climate may bring1p. 165) .... Don't put Limits on yourself.Don't let someone else limit you. Don't cling
to the past as your hope for survival . Manage
the facility as if you owned it 1p. 168).
And fina1ly, "The art of future-gazing is based,
Iarge.Iy, on perceptions of the present. The onl-y thing wrong
is that this does not take into account the unexpected' One
new product can after the face of the industry considerably"
(Brush and Brush, 1977, P. 136) '
2!
Rawies of tha Literatrrre:
Oua].itativa Research itathodology
Part of the probfem with current research lies in the
restrictiveness of discipline-based research, The
restrictiveness stems from a tendency to support specific and
focused research paradigms, studies of particular and. !de11-
defined research topj.cs, and the use of methodologies rdhich
are far too limited and conventional (Cochran and Dolan,
1984).
It is the latter, the use of limited and conventional
methodologies, that surfaced repeatedly to argue the reasons
and support for qualitative research. Before l-isting the
ad.vantages of qualitative research, first a few definitions
must be provided.
Any definition of qualitative research tnethodology must
begin by defining each word separatefy to search for a
collective meaning. Quafity, the loot of qualitative, is
defined as the essential" character or nature of something.
Oualilative lefers to ihe lneaning eharacterizins somethins,
and the techniques termed qualitative are intended to
determine "what things exist" then to determine how many
things there are (waIker, 1985; Bogdan and Taylor, 7975;
Cochran and Do1an, 1984). Methodology refers to the
fundamental assumptions and characteristics of a human
science perspective or simply the "pursuit of knowledge"
(Manen, 1990, P. 28) '
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And finally the collective qualitative research
rnethodologies refer to research procedures that produce
descriptive data through the use of personal interviews and
observable behavior (Bogdan and Taylor, 1975).
Additionally Bogdan and Taylor (1975) write:
Qualitative methods allow us to knold peoplepersonally and to see them as they are
developing their own definitions of the worId.
We experience Idhat they exPerience in their
daily struggles with their soclety....
Finall-y, qualitative methods enable us to
explore concepts whose essence is fost in
other research apProacnes (P. 4).
To support the growing disenchantment with conventional
or quantitative studies currently conducted, Van Maanen
(1982) writes:
The sources of disenchantment are many, but
deserving of passing note are: the relatively
trivial amounts of expfained variance, the
abstract and remote chalacter of key
variables, the lack comparability across
studies, the failure to achj-eve muchpredictive validity, the high level of
technical and notational sophi st i cat ion
rendering many research publ icat ions
incomprehens ible to all but a highly trained
few... 1p. 13) .
Al-though "quaLitative research has gotten bad press for
the wrong reasons and good pless for the wrong reasons" (Kirk
and Mi11er, 1986, p. 71), there is an important place for
qualitative research in its own right. According to walker
(l-985), "Oualitative research reaches parts that other
techniques don't' What qualitative research can offer the
pol-icy maker is a theory of social action grounded on the
experiences - the !,rorld view - of those likeIy to be affected
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by a policy decision or thought to be part of the problem"
(pp. 18-19).
walker (1985) further explains that:
Because qualitative techniques are not
concerned with measurement they tend to be
less stluctured than guantitative ones and can
therefore be made more responsive to the needs
of respondents and to the nature of the
subject matter. Typically qualitative methodsyield large volumes of exceedingly rich data
obtained from a limited number of individuals
and rdhereas the quantitative approach
necessitates standardised data collection,qualitative lesearchers exploit the context of
data gathering to enhance the value of the
dara (p. 3).
Oualitative researchers ale coming "out of the closet"
and are less apologetic in presenting their research and
findings as precursors to the tradltionally designed and
accepted method of quantitative number-crunching studies
undertaken to verify theory based on gualitative methods (Van
Maanen, 1982, p. 13) . Still other quantitative researchers
are becoming dissatisfied with the value of research gained
by nuI1-hypothesis testing and search for ways of studying
something that will yield many kinds of knowledge, and they
are becoming concerned with research diversity (cochran and
Do.Lan, 1984).
As Moran (1985 ) exPlains:
I have never seen an "Aha! " emerge from a
regression model. . . .Within the research
friternity, honever, I believe it more often
is the quil-itative researcher who strains to
locate a-n integrrating and exptanatory 'rAha!r
amid the welte; of messy facts, figures, and
anecdotes. Too many quantitative researchers
ale content to regard descriptive data as ends
in themselves (P. RC-17) '
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As Das (1983) also explains:
Oualitative research methodology combines the
rational wl-th the intuitive approach to
knowledge; the focus in many qualitative
studies typicafly is on the unfolding ofprocess rather than the structure.
Qualitative approaches lend themselves betterto the production of serendiPitous findings
and are in many cases broade! and more
holistic in perspective than quantitative
tools (P. 301).
The clash between quantitatj.ve and quafitative
researchers was caused greatly by the way generators of
theory in the late 1930s used qualitative data in a
nonsystematic and nonrigorous way together with their own
Iogic and cornmon sense. "Ouafitative research was t,o provide
quantitative research with a few substantive categories and
hypothesis" (Gl-aser and strauss, L967, p. 15) . "One
explanation was that you first conduct qualitative [research]
to draw hypothesis and then you conduct a quantitative study
to support or not supPort these hyPotheses - the classical
two-step study" (Tauber, 1987, P. 7) - In the 1930s,
advocates of qualitative data believed these data were their
media and the qualitative method ldas the only tay to obtain
data on many areas not available by traditional quantitative
data collection technigues (G1aser and strauss, 1967) '
"An altogether different perspective on the role of
qualitative methods is provided by the market research
community whose contribution to the development of
qualitative techniques has been substantial" (walker, 1985'
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p. 17) . But the contribution of market research is often
overlooked by academia researchers as simply "trade" 1p. L7).
Walker (1985) also states:
whether qualLtative techniques are considered
a sufficient basis for scientific description
or expfanation or whether they offer merely aprelude to scientific enquiry ultimatel-y
depends on the philosophical stance taken with
respect to the nature of social science(p. 3).
Qualitative interviewing and the type of information
gained through it is guite different and impossible to obtain
from a structured (quantitative) questionnaire' Likewise,
structured quantitative research provides a different type of
information. Therefore, the basic difference bett een
qualitative and quantitative research is the method of
interviewing (Tauber, 1987).
Techniques used in qualitative resea!ch are quite
varj-ed. Examples include: participant observation, content
analysis, formaL and informal interv.iewing, videotaPing, the
discovery and use of unobtrusive neasures, life history
construction, archival data surveys and historical analysis,
to name just a few. Often, qualitative research is easily
identified by the use of multiple sources of data and the use
of several data gathering technigues (Van Maanen, L9821 ,
Certain principles of qualitative methods carried out by
a researcher are described by Van Maanen (1982) as follows:
1) Anal"ytic Induction ! Qualitative work
begins with close-uP, detailed
obslrvation....2) Proximity: Importance isplaced on concrete occurrences and occasions,
not on rePorts of such... '3) Ordinary
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Behavior: Topics for qualitative study are to
be focated within the natural world of those
studied....4) Structure as Ritual Constraint:Recurrent patterns of social activity are
essentialLy arbitrary, a result of custom,present circumstance, and ongoing
interaction. . . .5 ) Descriptive Focus :
...qualitative work seeks a description for
what is occurring in a given place and time
1p.L6).
Participant observation is referred to as research
developed over a period of titne in which the observer seeks
to study the lives or society of subjects in their natural
environments. The degree of immersion in the lives of the
people and the situations the researcher wishes to study vary
from that of an observer to a complete participant. In the
role of an observer, the researcher keeps detailed notes and
is sure not to disturb whatever he/she woufd want to see
occur naturally (Bogdan and Taylor, 1975).
The principal difference betlreen the researcher as
member and as observer is that as observer he/she has a
conceptual framework and associated operations function for a
different order of work than that of a participant !,ho shares
much of the social life and relations with the group that is
observed (Schatzman and Strauss, 1973) .
As Walker (1985) exPlains further:
AImost invariably observation alone is
insufficient to satisfy the researcher. Other
techniques including surveys, informal
intervi.ews, photographs and documents may be
used alongside observation... ' The art of the
researchei lies in his ability to integrate
these different methods and their various data(P. 6) .
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Another method for qualitative research is the depth
intervierd "in which the researcher encourages the informant
to reLate, in their own terms. experiences and attitudes that
are relevant to the research probLem" (wa1ker, 1985, p. 4).
Using the depth interview method the intervj.ewer is not
limited to a rigid list of questions, but will have a cotnmon
platform of background information in which to pull questions
from, thelefore altowing for fo11ow-up questions in response
to interesting ideas introduced by the informant. The degree
of structure depends on the topic, the informant and the
personaf style of the interviewer. Depth interviews are
normally recorded and transcribed for analysis (Wa1ker.
198s).
As Schatzman and Strauss (1973) add:
Ho\ ever disappointing an interview may have
seemed, it can be resumed at another time.
For this reason, the researcher rarely
concludes the interview with a simple "thankyou, and goodbyer'; he teIIs the respondent he
has much to digest and think about' and that
in this process he will probably find it
necessary to call on him again (p. 74) .
Qualitative research, like other research methods, must
adhere to certain styles or phases. Accordj-ng to Kirk and
Mi1ler (1986) gualitative research is a four-phases affair as
foll-ows:
Invention denotes a phase of preparation, or
research design; this phase produces a plan of
action. Discovery denotes a phase of
observation and measurement, or data
collectioni this phase produces informatj-on.
Interpretation denotes a phase of evaluation,
or analysis; this phase produces
understanding. Explanation denotes a phase of
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communication, or packaging; this phaseproduces a message (p. 60).
The rules of qualitative research are simple, but all
four phases must figure in the research, and phases cannot
substitute for one another (Kirk and Mi11er, 1986).
Ersnr-Ey
Corporate video departments are affected by the changes
occurring in corporate America, such as hostile takeovers,
employee layoffs and company mergers. This study uses
qualitative research to determine how the corporate video
department copes lrith these changes.
The corporate video industry has experienced rapid
growth, yet the corporate video department staff sizes have
either stayed constant or have been completely el-iminated in
the last 10 years. In older to provide' added personnet for
growing workloadsl corporate video managers are uslng cost-
effective f ree-l-ancers to satisfy their stafflng
requixements.
The future for corporate video j.s uncertain; perhaps the
next video technology -- digital video -- will ignite the
industry once again. But until then, survival is the object
of the game .
Current research methods are too restrictive and have
caused the increase in use of l-ess limited and confining
qualitative methods. Historical background !'ra s used to
define the use of and applications for qualitatj-ve research.
Through comparative measures between qualitative and
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quantitative research, it was demonstrated how effective
qualitative research r as for original theory generation and
interview techniques. Often, qualitative research was the
only practical field research method. In addition, the
chapter concluded with two common quaLitative methods
participant observation and depth interview - as well as the
four-phase approach to proper qualitative research. Chapter
2 will continue with a further investigation of depth
interview as a qualitative method of research and a detailed
pl-an for data analysis,
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chaptes 2
AESEARCE IIETEOD TIID DESIGN
This chapter begins with the method for data coffection
and concludes with the method and design chosen fo! data
analysis. As mentioned earlier, the method selected for data
colLection is the depth interview method. This chapter
includes the def init j.on and ploper use of this method. AIso
incLuded ls an overview of the constant comparative method
chosen for use as the data analysis technique.
The data collection technique and data coding procedures
are outlined along hrith detailed guidelines for their use.
The data collection sample consists of five Participants in
the subject area of corporate video. Their varied
backgrounds and reasons for incLusLon in the study are also
described in this chapter.
The Depth Interview uethod
As walker (1985) states, "The depth interview is a
conversation in which the researcher encourages the informant
to rel-ate, in their own terms, experj.ences and attitudes that
are relevant to the research problem" (p. 4). The process of
one person seeking to intervierd anothe! in depth" is an
important tool in social research. As Jones (1985) states,
"Indeed the interview is so integral. to sociaL lesearch, its
prime currency, ta1k, so central in our social lives, that
its complexity as a social interaction can sometimes be
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forgotten or obscured" (p. 45). In fact, according to Cantor
(1987t, "Almost alf social scientists have used intervierds as
either a primary or secondary means of coflecting data" (p.
256). As Jones (1985) explains:
In order to understand why persons act as they
do we need to understand the meaning and
significance they give to their actions. The
depth interview is one way - not the only way
and often used most appropriately in
conjunction with other ldays - of doing so
1p. 45).
The depth interview - also known as an unstructured
interview - is a form of open-ended interviewing where
subjects or participants are asked to give their response to
a variety of questions.
On the other hand, the quantitative method of
interviewing, also referred to as a structured or systematic
interview, is characterized by asking each participant the
same set of guestions, as in a ltlitten questionnaire (Weller
and Romney, 1988). "Thus, interviews in which interviewers
have prepared a fong list of questions which they are
determined to ask, come what may, over a period of say an
hour and a half, are not depth interviews" (Jones, 1985, p.
46), and constitute a more structured type of interview.
van Maanen (L982) states, "Interviewing is quickly
responsive to the investigator's decj.sions to move between
more to less focused types of questions" (p. 8L-82).
But according to Jones (1985), I'There is no such thing
as a totally unstructured interview and the term is overused
and often carelessly used....Nor is it simply that the
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intervlew is a 'conversation with a purposer initiated and
guided by the researcher" (p. 47).
Manen (1990) agrees:
Too often a beginning researcher
enthus iast icaL ly goes about "interviewing
subjects" using the so-called I'unstructured or
open-ended interview method" without first
ca!efully considering what interest the
interview Ls to selve. One needs to guard
against the temptation to let method rule thequestion, rather than the research question
determining what kind of method is most
appropriate for its imnanent direction 1p.66).
Researchers that ,r"L qualitative methods requiring
unstructured interviews are warned to avoid several issues-
"question wording. bias, rappolt, and avoiding loaded
questions" (Burgess, 1984, p. 119). As Cantor (1987) states,
"Respondents are prone to teIl interviewers what they think
they want to hear. Interviewers must also take care not to
transpose any information given to fit their olln
preconceptions of their subjectsr theoretical orientations,
prejudices, and rdorld views" 1p. 256). The idea that if one
researches with a preconceived set of hypotheses, the
part.icipant's viewpoint will be lost. The term
"presuppos it ionles s researchrl j-s used to describe this idea
(Anderson, L987 , p. 246).
Yet according to Jones (1985):
. .there is no such thing as
presuppos itionless research' In preparing for
interviews researchers will have, and should
have, some broad questions j.n mind, and the
more interviews they do and the nole patterns
they see in the data, the more they are likeIy
to use this grounded understanding to want to
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explore in certain directions rather than
others (p. 47).
Here the advantages of unstructured interviews are
clearly recognized when Anderson (1987) writes:
we can contrast this approach with that of,
say, a survey where the researcher must assume
that the meanings are ideology embedded within
the questions [that] are shared by the
respondents. In a sulvey, the researche!'s
meanings are the only meanings permitted to
appear 1p. 246) .
Burgess (1984) finds that, "Researchers need constantl-y
to monitor the dilection, depth, and detail of the interview,
the topics to include and topics to avoid, together with
question order (p. 7201 . According to Bogdan and Taylor
(1975), "There are certain questions which are too sensitive
to ask until the observer has won the confidence of subjects,
and the only way for the observer to know which issues are
especial-ly sensitive is to sit back and listen" (p. 57) '
Manen (1990) agrees:
Interviee, material that is skimpy and that
lacks sufficient concreteness in the form of
stories, anecdotes, examples of experience,
etc., may be quite useless, tempting the
' researcher to indulge in over-interpretations,
speculations, or an over-reliance on personal
opinions and personal experiences. In
contrast, an over abundance of poorly managed
interviews may lead to total despair and
confusion or to a chaotic quest for
meaning 1P. 67) .
@
So far, only the definition and some of the, issues of
conducting dePth interviews have been addressed' The
researcher must no\d examine the procedures for proper
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interviewing by focusing on rules and method. Manen (1990)
states, "there are general psychological and journalistic
procedures for making sure that the interview will yield
information that will be useful for preparing a research
report" 1p. 28) .
In plojects using depth or unstructured interviews, an
open relationship must be established early with the
participant in an attempt to elicit honest feedback.
According to Burgess (1984), "In any project invofving
unstructured interviews the relationship bett een the
researcher and those who are researched is crucial. Usually
it is assumed that this relationship is established by the
researcher" (p.10?). And as Jones (1985) emPhasizes:
If we as researchers ldant to obtaLn good data
it woul-d be better that the persons Yte are
interviewing trust us enough to believe that
we will not use the data against them, or thatyre will not regard their opinions as
foolish. . . (p. 51) .
An interview usually begins by reviewing - with the
participant 
- 
an agenda of topics for discussion. However
there is no requirement to cover af1 the topics in their
interview. The researcher continues the interview by
explaining the aims of the interview, asking for permission
to tape-record for an accurate record of lrhat erill transpire
allowing for freedom to ask for further clarification of any
points, and then by asking them whether they wish to
participate (Burgess, 1984) .
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Once the interview is underway, the researcher must
regard the interview as a lengthy conversat j.on. The length
of the interview, its probable prearrangement, and its
location are no excuse for contrived fornality. The way in
whj-ch the researcher probes for detail, clarity, explanation,
and even thei! gestures, also helps to conduct the interview.
"A tactical error is made $rhen the researcher smiles or
laughs when the interviewee is dead serious,' but equally is
he in error when he fail-s to catch intended humor" (Schatzman
and Strauss, 7973, p. 721 . In order to assist the
researcher, a tape recorder can make note taking easier, as
Anderson (1987) states:
For the analyst (researche!) the intervield is
an improvisational pelformance requiring good
skiIf. This is a time to use a recorder to
preserve the response and to use the note pad
as a device for listening carefully. As the
informant replies, the analyst should bejotting down names, descriptive phrases,
issues identified, and so on. Subsequentquestions should come from these notes....The
notes provide an index to the tape and are a
handy way of comparing interviews on the same
subject with different informants (p. 330).
At times during the interview, the respondent may miss
important cues that plead for briefer answers. The
researcher may have to take action by possibly giving a
gesture with his/her hands to attract attention or find a
point in which to properly intervene. Experienced
interviewers have severaL "tactical measures for handling
'difficult' respondents : ways of stimulating the
inarticulate, loosening the tongue-tied, steering the
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'runawaysr" (Schatzman and Strauss, 1973, p. 73). A host of
vocal gestures are used as tactics, such as "...and then?;
when vras that?; I donrt quite understandi but you said
earIier..., ...why?;how come?r' (Schatzman and Strauss, 1973,
pp. 73-74r. The ultimate goal is to have your respondent
communicate his/her experience clearly, concisefy, and with
true meaning. Simple "yes" and "no" responses do not make
for j.nteresting 
.data analysis .
As Anderson (1987) states:
Finally, the interview is a field experience
like any other. It requLxes the analyst toprepare obselvation and field notes. The
conditions of the interview, what the
informant was trying to accomplish in his or
her performance, and what the anaLyst was
attempting should all be noted (p. 330).
Anderson (198?) advises to have the audio taPe
transcribed, if the costs are not prohibitive, as soon as
possible. It is also important to indicate on the
transcripts anything "made significant by the speaker or the
audience, affected or intentional- speech patterns or accent,
deliberate pauses both vocalized and silent, notable
emphasis, and the like. Transcriptions, therefore, always
involve judgement" (p' 334). These notes become important
when you need to later verify the accuracy of the intended
meaning within the tlanscriptions.
In the current research project, the interviews will be
transcribed with the use of computers. According to Lindlof
and Meyer (1987):
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Computers, of course, have the enormous
capacity for storage, retrieval, and editing
of data files..,.Once data are coll-ected, the
computer comes in handy as an organizing tool
- coding, cros s-re fe rencing, merging, and
modifying data bases to arrange eLements in
different combinations. . . .In short, the
computer offers qualitative re searchers
staggering controf over volumes of data and
can be used in a vari.ety of productive rdays(p. 20) .
Anderson (1987) adds:
Microcomputer technology, particularly with
the more advanced machines and softlrare, is
beconing a great aid to field studies....the
electronic wizard can multiPly copies at will.
split them electronically into varj.ous parts,
and then code and file them on disk. The
codes can be sorted by the machine and calIed
up as neede6 1p. 344) .
E.3rli-ciDilLe
The selection of participants for depth interviewing is
critical and the selectj.on process should be evaluated
carefully. According to Morton-Williams (L985) r "Decisions
regarding the composition of the sample for a qualitative
study emerge from the objectives and are modified by
considerations governj.ng choice of method and the scope of
the study" 1p. 30).
For this research, five individuals have been selected
on the basis of their varied backgrounds and knovrledge of
corporate video. As Morton-williams (1985) explains:
Sample design in qualitative research is
usually purposivei that is, rather than taking
a random cross section of the Population to be
studied, small nutdbers of people with specific
characte rist ics, behavior or experience are
selected to facilitate broad comparisons
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between certain groups that the researcher
thinks likely to be important (p. 30).
A11 of the participants are experienced professionals
within the corporate video industry, All of the participants
have also authored books or articles on their experJ-ences,
insights, and studies about the corporate video field. This
study's review of the literature on corporate video couLd not
have been written if it were not for the written viewpoints
by these participants and their coffective current viewpoints
on how corporate vj.deo has survived ln changing times.
Most of the participants know each other, primarily by
their writings and a conunon affiliation with ITVA, yet aLl
have taken a different path to their unique functions and
identities within corporate video.
The participants rdere carefully chosen on the basis of
both their unique backgrounds and because they are
established and respected authors in the field of corporate
and nonbroadcast television. Through their published
writings, the participants ' views and opinions continue to
guide professionaLs and students in the field of corporate
video .
A brief background is provided
order to demonstrate the attributes
bring to this research project.
the participants in
qualities that they
for
and
John Rice currently heads a consulting and communication
company that specializes in video production, program
development, marketing and business consu.Lting, and erriting.
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Prior to forming Rice Comnunications, he was
publisher/editorial director of Videography and CorPorate
Television magazines 
- 
two leading publications in the
professional video fie1d. Rice has an extensive knoldledge of
the professional and consumer video fields and has rdritten
over 200 articles on video eguipment and production for a
number of trade and consumer publications. He currentl-y has
an on-going monthly column in Videography, is active in the
area of high-definition television, and is completing his
second book on the subject.
Scott Carlbelg, upon graduation from Western Illinois
University with a master's degree in television, began erork
in 1975 for Phillips PetroLeum as a producer/director . As
Phill-ips grew in the Late 1970s and early 1980s, so too did
Carlbergrs career, as he became the video depaltment I s
supervisor. As the company experienced severe budget cut-
backs and layoffs (fron 37,000 employees in 1981 to less than
2]-,000 today) , Carlberg's department survived and maintained
a strong Presence in the company.
Carlberg has recently written a book entitled Corporate
Video Survival that provides an in-depth guide to his
survival technlques and practj'ces. Carlberg is not currently
working within the corporate video field, but he has stayed
in touch with today's corporate video department struggle'
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Eugene Marlow is founder and presj.dent of Media
Enterprises and co-founder of a sister company, ME/II
Productions, Inc. In the fast 18 years he has produced over
500 video, radio, multi-image, videodisc and teleconferencing
presentations. He has received over 40 awards from a variety
of national and international organizations for programming
excellence.
Marlow has heLd executive media ploduction positions
with Citibank, Prudential Insurance and Union Carbide
Corporation. He has also authored several books including
,@,
and Communications and the corporation as well as several
other video-related handbooks. Since 1974, he has published
over 80 articles on broadcast television programming and
video technologies and is currently teaching at Bernard M'
Baruch College (City University of New York) .
For over 20 years, ,Judith and Douglas Brush have worked
as corporate video consuLtants to major corporations,
advertising agencies, public relations firms, government
agencies and the broadcast media. Their firm, D,/J Brush
Associates, specializes in identifying communication probfems
and developing solutions for them' By working with senior
and executive tnanagers, the Brushes have gained a unique
insight into the corporate cotnmunications problems facing
American business.
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In addition, the Brushes have published The Rrush
Bep.eItg, which axe based on their nationwide studies of new
communication technologj-es used by business, government and
nonprofj.t organizations. The Brushes afso plan and conduct
communication seminars and are frequent contributors to
professional journals. Both ,Judith and Douglas Brush teach
at the MarLst College Loyrell Thomas Conmunications Center Ln
Poughkeepsie, New York. The Brushes are currently
researching the newly emerging field of desktop video (DTv)
and are e:.pected to update the video industry with this and
other survey findings in their upcoming Brush ReDort.
Aide-MAnoire
The depth interview, by design, begins with the
researcher developing a few questions or topics for
discussion or an aide-m6moire. As Burgess (1984) explains:
At the start of each interview I explained
that I had an 'agenda' which included topics
or themes that I would like to cover i.n our
discussion. This agenda acted as an aide [-]
m6moire which I could use to ensure that
sinilar topics were covered in all interviews(p. 108).
For the current study, the following was the agenda for
the interviewed participants :
is
do
1) Ho!d
How
today's corporate video department changing?
you view these changes?
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2) Can you identify the chalacteristics of a
successful corporate video department, and what
makes those characteristics successful,?
3) If you were to establish a ner in-house vj-deo
capability in a corporation today, which department
would be ideal for the capability? vihat department
would be the least favorable? why?
4) vlhat should the function of a corporate video
departnent be?
5) Do you think the video industry supports the
success of corporate video? Why or vrhy not?
6) what has been the single largest grovrth factor for
corporate video and the Largest detriment?
1) What comparisons can you make which best describe
the groerth pattern of corporate video?
8) In terms of stages of development, rrhere is
corporate video today? Briefly describe why.
9) Do corpolate vj.deo industry professional
assocj-ations and support organizations (ie., ITVA)
offer sufficient leadership? Why or why not,
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probe- Are industry standards set by equipment
manufacturers or by professional industry
cotnmittees?
probe- Can the dynamics of l-arge professional
associations deal wel-l with rapid changes in
technology?
10) Do you think that corporate video personnel are
adequately trained to cope with the culrent
colporate environment?
probe- Ilow and where do you see them getting
this training?
probe- Are they trained to effectively use
current technology or is technoLogy becoming too
advanced for even the broadest "generalist"?
11) Try to envision the corporate video department in
the year 2001 - What is the departnent,s title and
what are its major functions?
probe- What can the corporate video department
do to prepare for this future?
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Although there were prepared questions and probes, the
interviews were completely unstructured and participants were
encouraged to explore new topics and give opinions on related
issues.
Data Ana].ysig
Data analysis of depth interviews is defined as the
teehnique or process that entails an effort to formally
identify themes and hypotheses as they are suggested by the
data, normally in the form of hundreds 
' 
or even thousands, of
pages of recorded statements (Bogdan and Taylor, 1975, ,Jones,
1985). To facilitate the Process of identifying themes, the
current study borrolrs several techniques used fo! generating
theory. In no lray does the current study attempt or imply as
its goal the generation or exploration of theory development.
"without competent analysis, the yield from a rich crop
of data may be negtigible" (Itlalker, 1985, p. 180).
As ,Jones (1985) states:
The analysis of gualitative data is a highlypersonal activity. It involves Processes ofinterpretation and creativity that are
difficult and perhaps somewhat threatening to
make explicit. As with depth interviewing
there are no definite rules to be folfovred by
rote and by which, for exampfe, two
researchers can ensure that they reach
identical conclusions about a set of data
1p. s6).
Walker ( 1985) explains the differences between
quaLitative and quantitative analysis, I'Analysis of
quaLitative material is more explicitly interpretive,
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creative and personal than in quantitative analysis, which is
not to say that it should not be equal-ly systematic and
careful" (p. 3). Anderson (1987)' stresses how important
inductive methods are to qualitative research and data
analysis:
The analyst's responsibility is to provide an
interpretat.ion from the member's viewpoint.
To do so, the analyst must first discover and,
then, adopt that viewpoint. If one
investigates social action with a preconceived
set of interpretive templates...the memlcer's
viewpoint will be lost (p. 246).
As ,Jones (1985) states:
The analysis of qualitative data is a process
of making sense, of finding and making a
structure in the data and giving thj.s meaning
and significance for ourselves, and for any
relevant audiences, . . .As with depth
interviewing, therefore, my starting point is
a concern to understand the world of the
research participant's as they construct it(p. 56) .
Once you answer the question, rrhow good ale the data?"
(wa.Lker, 1985, p. 185), the point of theory conceptualizat ion
begins by sorting like data. As Glaser and Strauss (1967)
state, nThe sociologist should also be sufficiently
theoretically sensitive so that he can conceptualize and
formul"ate a theory as it emerges from the data. Once
started, theoretical sensitivity is forever in continual
development" 1p. A6).
Glaser and Strauss (1967) also state:
These sources for developing theoretical
sensitivity continuaLly build up in the
sociologist an armamentarium of categories andhypotheses on substantive and formal levels.This theory that exists within a sociologist
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can be used in generating his specific theorylt, after study of the data, the fit and
relevance to the data ale emergent. A
dj.scovered, grounded theory, then, wifl tend
to combine mostly concepts and hlpotheses that
have emerged from the data with some existing
ones that ale clearly useful (p. 46).
I'Potential theoretical sensitivity is lost when the
sociologist commits himself excfusively to one specific
preconceived theory...fo! then he becomes doctrinaire and can
no longe! 'see around' either his pet theory or any other"
(Glaser and Strauss, 79'75, P. 46) .
Dabbs (1982) used an exampl'e to illustrate hold the data
coflection environment continuously changes, and the exatnpfe
also fits welt for theoretical sensitivity. "A photography
instructor in Atlanta has students take a Picture, walk ten
steps, take another picture, and so on until a ro11 of film
has been used, teaching them to notice hott the world is
different only ten steps away" (p.34). Theories, like
pictures, are a freeze frane of current datar and as the data
changes, the researcher's theolies should change too.
Glaser and Strauss (1957) note, "Grounded theory, it
should be mentioned, may take different forms . . . . Grounded
theory can be presented either as a welL-codified set of
propositions or in a running theoretical discussion, using
conceptuaf categories and their Properties'r (p. 31).
"Analysis invo.Lves 'fracturing' data into 'l-ump of
meaning' (e.g., events, actions, acts, statements, concePts)
and a subsequent restructuring, first by categorization and
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then by developing relationships between categories" (Walker,
1985, p. 185).
One way qualitative researchers conduct analysis is by
coding the data into categories. One way of accomplishj-ng
this quickly is for the researcher to sel-ect categories in
advance and then simply place the appropriate sections of
data into the proper categories they illustrate. Howeve!.
whil-e in principle this categorization is possibl-e, in
practice it is difficult for the researchers to do and still
remain sensitive to any unanticipated categories. Thus, the
researcher must try to develop a crucial base of the
categories and concepts of the research participants to folm
a set of conceptual categorj.es. However, in comparj.ng,
contrasting, and uniting categories, a broader group of
"sensitizing concepts" will formulate to incorporate current
data anal-ysis (Jones, 1985, p. 59) .
As Anderson (1987) states, 'rwhat the analyst is trying
to observe are those criticaf instances rrhen the underLying
meanings of the action are revealed. . . . CriticaL instances are
recognizable after the fact because they stand out from the
routine" (p. 32'l) .
According to Jones (1985):
In doing this I am also inevitably making
connections, as carefully and as explicitly asI can, with the concepts and theories f
already have about the area of investigation,in ways which can confirm, elaborate, modify
or reject them. r atso make connections witlr
what I understand to be the concerns andpreconceptions of any research clients1p. s9) .
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when studying a single case of some social phenomenon,
it is difficult to not implicitly make comparison of
',intexnal distlnctions" in collected data. It is also
difficult not to suggest how realities of like and different
relate to other "kind on the same P1ane" (Schatzman and
Strauss, 1973, p. L26) .
Gfaser and Strauss (1967) have compared several methods
of qualitative analysis, and there are gene!a1ly four
approaches to the analysis of data: 1) Ethnographic
description, which typically aims to present the
particlpantst concepts and categorles rrlthout generating nor
testing hypothesesi 2) Test prior hypotheses against data.
which is when a researcher focuses on a problem for specific
answers and concl-udes with supporting analysis. This
approach does not generate theory, but does tests theory. 3)
Analytic induction' which is concerned with generating and
proving an integ!ated, limited, precise, universally
applicable theory accounting for a certain behavior. This
approach generates and tests theoryi 4) Constant comparatj-ve
method, which in contrast to analytic induction, is concerned
with generating and suggesting many categories, properties,
and hypotheses about general problems, conditions,
consequences, dimensions, types, processes or causes.
Although this approach can generate theory, it cannot test
theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967, Walker, L985) .
As Glaser and Strauss (1967) explain, 'rIn theoretical
sampling, the data collected are not extensive enough and,
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because of theoretical saturation, are not coded extensively
enough to yield provisional tests....They are coded only
enough to generate, hence to suggest, theory" (p. 103).
According to ilones (1985):
Throughout the process of conparison and
integration I continue to make yet further
notes, my commentary on what I am doing and
why. It is these notes, with the data they
refer to which, fina1Iy, form the basis of
any research report and/or debrief (p. 67).
As Manen (1990) describes, "Some qualitative studies
consist of litt1e more than endless reproductions and
fragments of transcripts under the guise that the resealche!
has decided "to let t.he data sPeak for themselves" (p. 16?).
Final1y, as Walker (1985) expfains!
...the qualitative researcher differs fromSdyr a novelist, in that he has a greater
obligation to be explicit about the basj.s for
his interpretatlon of events and, as far aspossible' to provide evidence that would
facilitate re-examination. Such evidence may
need to be included in the main body of the
report when an j-mportant interpretation is
difficult 1p. 1,93).
Ehene-AlrfJEi!
Analysis involves spitting data into lumps of meaning
and then developing relationships betlreen categories; one way
to report these relationships is through the use of themes,
Themes convey the shared patterns of colLected
interpreted data and explain the similaritj_es or differences
among the participantsr viewpoints. Shared patterns of
causes, problems, opinions, observations, and comment s are
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combined together to generate various themes. According to
Mishler ( L985) :
From transcriptions it becomes clear that the
meanings of guestions and answers are notfixed by nor adequately represented by thej.nterview schedule or by code-category
systems. Instead, meanings emelfJe, develop,
aie shaped by and in turn shape the discourse
1p. 138) .
The dlscourse of this study wJ.I1 best be reflected using
themes as opposed to metaphors, models' or analogts that rely
on comparative measures for anafysis. Comparative analysis
requires a generalized understanding of the comPared metaphor
or modef and forces the researcher to avoid
mj- s interpretat ions by others trhen presenting his/her data
analysis, whereas themes emerge as a result of a discovery
process as data analysis identifies l-ikenesses and
differences in the data and are presented with c1ear,
traceable interpretations to the transcribed interviews.
One of the most important capabilities of using themes
is to allovr the researcher to explain and report patterns of
interpreted data that just I'happen, " "jump outr l or are
"unheard of'r (Miles and Huberman, L984, p. 2L6t, One of the
goals of this study is to discover possible new themes of how
the corporate video department is coping with an identity
crisis
Finally, there are some pitfalls related to theme
development and data analysis conclusions in general that
shoul,d be avoided. The pitfaLls include provincialism, hasty
conclusions, guestionable classifications, questionable
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causes, suppressed evidence, and false dilemmas. These
pitfalls can be avoided by introspection - or simply placing
emphasis on the researcher I s self examination of inner
thoughts and feellngs and hord that affects the interpreted
world around them (Babbie, 1983).
Suttrrrary
The in-depth or depth interview is a conversation where
the resealcher encourages informants to respond to a variety
of questions. In a depth interview, the meaning of the
subjects' viewpoint Ls the final goaI. If the researcher
uses depth interviews with a preconceived set of hypotheses'
the participants' viewpoint will be lost and so will their
interpretive meanings. Researchers must constantly monitor
the interview for direction, depth, and detail. Certain
sensitive questions and topics need to be addressed
carefuLly.
The depth interview procedure must be defined before the
interview in order to ensure "good data.'r An open and
trustj.ng relationship between researcher and participant is
impoxtant for honest palticipant response. The researcher
begins the interviewing process by revj-ewing the agenda of
topics to be covered and the aims of the interview and
research. The researcher must remember to ask for permission
to tape-record the interview and allow for clarification of
any details if the interviewee is confused or lost within the
context of the interview. The researcher must a.Lso control
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at the outset and use tactical measures for handling
difficult interviews. The audio tape should be transcribed
as soon as possible and the transcripts should be marked with
any significant patterns or notable emphases.
The palticipants chosen for this research have been
selected for their varied backgrounds and knowl-edge of
corporate video.
Data analysis entails identifying themes that are
contained in the coffected data. Co1lected data must be
examined closeLy so that nonpertinent materiaL can be
flltered out. The point of theory conceptualizat ion begins
rtrith sorting coded data into categories and then constantfy
comparing categories to develop emerging themes.
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Chapte! 3
Data ADalysig
This chapte! wi]l describe the data collection process,
the analyzed data through the use of themes, and finally a
data interpletation as a summary. The themes are a
colLection of similar pattelns of the participant responses
and are supported by excerpts frorn their transclibed depth
intervi.ews
@
Each of the participants was asked for permission to
record his/her interview and each granted it. Participants
were told that their transcribed interview would be used as a
means of data collection for this study and they would
receive a copy of the study after completion of the thesis
requirements. Prior to the recorded telephone call, each was
sent a set of questions without the additional sidebar
probes. The depth phone interviews averaged one hour in
length and after transcription, produced an average of 40
pages of text. Each of the interviews took place while the
participants vrere at their business offices.
Scott Carlberg was first to be interviewed on April 11,
1991 at 8:01 AM EST in Bartlesville, Oklahoma. Eugene Marlow
was interviewed on April 16, 1991 at 4:38 PM EST in New York.
Judith and Douglas Brush rdere j-nterviewed on April 19. 1991
aE 8:29 AM EST in Lacrangeville, New York. And finaIly, ,John
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Rice ldas j.nterviewed on April 19, 1991 at 4:04 PM EST in
Yardly, Pennsylvania.
EDsrcirc-8lsus!
Once transcriptions were completed and verl-f ied for
accuracy, a sitnple coding process was used to begin to
identify interpreted meaning and understanding of the
participants' responses. At this lnitial stage, each comment
or response was asslgned its own code using tldo or three
descriptive words. Once this was completed, a computer was
used for an electronic cut and paste of simil'ar shared codes
and was attached to the participants' excerpts. The first
merge of shared codes produced over 30 thenes.
Upon examination of these 30 themes, similar ones $rere
grouped to form 18 resulting themes. Again, the tapes were
reviewed with their respective transcriPts and re-cl-assified
according to these newly combined themes. A second
comparison of these 18 themes to the coded excerpts only
produced substantial evidence to suppolt the 13 themes
reported in this study. Einal-ly, for a fourth time, the
excerpts were re-cl-assified according to these 13 themes and
are reported in this study.
Transcribed paragraphs were the basis on $'hich re-
classifications and coding took p1ace, and v,ith the data base
attributes of search, 1ist, and sort inherent in the Idord
processor, re-classification was precise '
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Lhe.ue.r
The follor,ring themes rrere compil-ed from the interview
transcripts. An interpretatl.on of these themes and their
relationship to this study are also included under the
appropriate theme .
Growth
Several factors have affected the growth of cotporate
video over the Tast 20 years. ?hese inc.Lude organizational
communication needs, equipment costs, prog;tamming. and
distribution,
when asked what was the largest growth factor in
corporate video, ,Judith Brush resPonded, "we1l, from my
perspective, I feel that the single targest growth factor in
corporate video has been the needs of the organization." J'
Brush explains further:
The need to communicate to more people, such
as a1f the government-related issues - EEO'
ERfSA, etc. The need to train. We certainly
see articles every week in one of the business
trades about the need to retrain America -
either peopte on jobs currently or to bring
people into a corporation Iho don't have basic
skill-s -- including reading and writing -- and
having to train them.
And when Dougfas Brush was asked if he agreed with her
viewpoint, he respondedr "Yes, absolutely'rr
Whereas ,John Rice responded that the largest growth
factor was Prj.ce. He states:
I think getting professional gear into the
hands of peoPle who don't have major budgets
to spend. I think a corPorate video
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department that knoyrs they can get in for tens
of thousands of dollars ldith U-matic or super
VHS equipment is much more encouraging to get
a business involved than, even as little asfive years ago, required major broadcast-type
investment .
Does this compare to the demand or need for prograrunj-ng?
Rice responds, "Yeah. I think the
becomes a function of the abilitY
demand for programming
to deliver it at a
reasonable cost . rl
Eugene MarLow responded with even another view as to the
largest grolrth factor question. He states that it all has to
do with distribution caPability.
This is af1 basic economics. rt all has to do
with supply and demand. when you have adistribution capability out there and an
audience hungry for communications, you create
programming . It's not a hardware-driven
industry rea11y, it's if You have adistribution system out there in which you noYr
have various levels of distribution, you have
. internaL video netnorks, you have home video
nethrorks, you have trade shows, you haveplaces where there is a video cassette player,
and that presents an opportunity. And there
is always a need to communicate information in
one way or another, so if You have thedistribution capabilitYr You can then begin to
supply it with Progranming.
Scott Carlberg states his reason for the grovrth and
leveI of acceptance of corporate video in the last 20 years
as the ease of use of both the consumer equipment in the home
and the professional- equipment in the \rorkplace. As he
states:
It used to be that when corporate video just
stalted, you could have narration over color
bals and people ldoutd stand there and watch itjust because they couldntt believe that it was
ictually there that you did it in the studio.
Of courie, that's gone now because itrs in the
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home and I think it ' s just more accepted - a
colnmon everyday part of business.
As mentioned in the revi.ew of literature and in the data
analysis, growth has been an outstanding factor to the
success of the corporate vj.deo department. Growth in
department size, functions, program distribution, equipment
capabilities, and corporate communication needs has had many
positive and few negative effects on the corpolate video
departnent. However, the lack of growth within any one of
these areas has lesulted in an unrecoverable catastrophic
effect for the very existence of many corPolate video
dePartments.
Limiting Growth
There also have been severaJ. factozs l iraiting the gtowth
of corporate video over the Tast 20 yeats, such as failure of
one's first project or Production, lack of ProfessionaTTy
trained talent that is normaTTy found jn bzoadcast
teTevision, or sinpTy budgetary cutbacks.
As before, the resPondents varied in their views yet
explicitly implied that there couLd have been additionaf
growth within corporate video. vlhen asked what he thought
was the single largest detriment to the growth of corporate
video, D. Brush responded quite simply, r'Money. Cutbacks in
budget . "
Marlow believes that the Largest detriment to the growth
of corporate video is the facr. that it is not a mass
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communication medium. And when asked if that meant the use
of some type of delj.very system, he replied, I'No no. It has
to do with the professionalism of the people in the
business.'r As Marlow explains further:
The probfem -- it ' s an inherent ploblem -- isthat to do an hourr s worth of prime time
programming on broadcast teJ.evision where you
can deliver an audience of miLlions of people,
. 
a company will spend 8001000 up lo L.2, 1.3
million doffars for that one hour. well,
let I s say we're now at a half-an-hour
corporate training program, no corporation in
their right mind anyway is going to spend, on
a tegular basis, half a miLLion dollars onproducing that program. Maybe they erill spend
50,000-60r000 doflars on that plogram. Maybe.
when you deal with dolfars on a much smal]er
order of magnitude, you are not going to
attract the kind of talent to it and Level ofprofessionalism that a million-dollar program
is going to attract.
carlberg agrees:
I think with the Tv people themselves -- theproducer, directors and managers that
you've got a 1ot of Tv people and not a 1ot of
business people. Tv people don't always
understand business. They can't understand
why they can't have funding for more equipment
and they don't realize this company is not in
the TV business.
Carl-belg continued describing TV as merely a tool to
help reach the goals of that business and that the business
does not exist to support TV.. IIe stated, rrAnd I think that
some people get a litt1e high-minded about their existence,
but they won't be for long because they won't be there. "
Carlberg explai.ns the reality of the corporate
envi.ronment:
Sonebody could take this 700,000 dollar
operating budget and show a better leturn than
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us. And then they deserve it. And we all
ought be out the door. A hard job is to take
that money and make it do some good for the
company. You rrork for the shareholder andyourve just got to understand that. Somepeople are a bit cLoseminded and they need a
better customer service attitude.
And Rice thought that the largest
growth of the corporate video department is
explains:
det r iment
fai.1ure.
to
AS
the
Rice
The company that makes a test and does one
tape and it doesn't work, Or the company [or]
the administration that believes that there
will- be a direct financial- payoff and it's not
-- I would guess that more companies have not
done video after doing one poorly.
As he also notes:
And if your first failure is your first time
out of the box -- forget it ! Especially if
someone has gone in there and has been realproactive as a staff member. we need a video
department. we have got to do this. Itrs the
competitive edge this company needs. Itrs thefuture. It's the growth. And they do one and
for whatever reason, it bonl])s. It just
doesn't work. It goes way over budget. It
offends somebody j.n management. Failure is
the biggest thing.
As the corporate video
there js an uncertainty as to
the corporate video industry
cycle exists.
Staoes
industry continues to develop,
where in the development cycTe
currentTy stands, or even if a
The participants liere asked to describe what they
bel-ieve to have been the different stages of development for
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the corporate video industry as it is today and to predict
future development stages.
This question vras asked j.n order to determine the
current stage of development of the entire video industry and
investigate the existence of recurring patterns or cycles of
development,
Rice answered the question, "Itrs in adolescence. rtrs
beyond infancy. Itrs having its growing pains." He
explained further:
well-, there was this burst in the mid 1980s.
Everybody had to have a video department. And
think of it as a kid who suddenly goes through
this growth spurt- the holmones start raging
madi he can tackle the world; he's getting
bigger and stlonger and lanky and awkward; I
think we have been through that. Now we'rejust at the end of that. Itrs starting to get
a 1ittle bit more mature' but it's stil1 a
relatively young business. There are newpeople coming in all the time, so I donrt
think it's a mature, stabfe industry by any
stretch of the imagination. But it's also not
infantile. You knorr, so there are people who
have a lot of exPerience.
D. Brush describes the several stages or periods of
deveiopment for the corporate video industry:
From the technology standPoint, you can divide
it into periods of time. In the earl-iest
forms of corporate tefevision vrhere either
live video conferencj-ng connected with
tefephone lines or totafly one-location
applications where a video program was
videotaped in the training department and
shown only in that department on that same
machine because it couldn't be shown on
another machine -- there was no networking per
se. If they had to distribute a program to
more than one focation, they did a live video
conference via satellite, so they went over
the AT&T lines.
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D. Brush adds that until the video cassette, companies
may have had an in-house facility because there were no
outside production facilities other than broadcast houses to
use for their video production. As a re sul,t, distribution
was very centralized because there were no inexpensive means
of program distribution. As he states3
The video cassette set in motion the growth of
the video netvrorks, and not too much of the
productj-on end changed at that time. In other
wordsl companies got into corPorate television
by estabLishing distribution netrrorks rather
than production facilities. Prior to that, toget into j"t, you had to establish production
facilities. Nov, you would establish a network
and eventually work into production facilities
after you were producing more and moleprograms to feed the networks. Because the
original cost of production faciLities etere so
hj.gh, equipment Idas buIky, expensive, you
needed a whoLe host of highly trained
technicians. The technology was evolving with
the ENG, electronic field production
equipment, which became more portabLe,
shoulder models, and we basically went back to
what we cafl the portaPak days.
D. Brush explained how Production styles and video
quality changed with the development of portabLe equipment in
the 1970s. As he states:
Production styles changed radically because we
went from big studio cameras to lesser quality
studio cameras. And production quality
actually fell, off, because we lrere using
intermediate industrial grade equipment, until
finally vre were able to use the broadcast
equipment, which was lower ih price, higher inquality, and easier to use. we now have the
betacam standard that most companies are
shooting on or they're shooting a high guality
3/4 [U-matic] . They're practically all usingCCD cameras. So we've gone from the
centrali.zed studio to the distribution network
to no!, portable and distributive production.
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,f. Brush agrees and comments, "That Is pretty much the
track that it's gone through. And that kind of reflects our
Brush Reports over the last 20 years. r'
Yet Marlow divides the stages differently, into
technology and then according to Program Purpose. He stated:
It breaks down into the early stages of 1959
to 1971 when essentially you had some people
who bought quad, then there was the black-and-
white, reel to reel technology was introduced
in the mid 1960s and a lot of role playing in
training was going on. And then L97]-, 7972,
the colporate networks were born. Then in
1980, there seems to be a sharp break irhen
conpanies started to go outside, more external
stuff, videotaped annual reports, which made a
big deal in 1980.
Marlow then emphasizes the various programming stages:
The 1960s was realfy primarily training. tlnl
the 1970s, communications on a broader scale
came into the act. Top executives going into
the business started to become stars of their
own videos. 1980s lras a 1ot of reaching out.
And the 1990s is probably going to be an
extension of the same -- video communications
on a global scale.
Marlow added that in 1980 a variety of technologlies
matured or reached critical mass.
There was a sort of a critical, mass reached
with cabfe television, critical mass reached
with satetlite tefeconferencing, there Idas a
critical mass reached with in terms of
broadcast televisi.on and the cabfe television
coming more into its owni j.t was like thatyear, sort of, there was sonething that
happened in that year and a variety of ways
with respect to co[ununication.
what do you think triggered this? Marlow responded,
"with any technology, !,that you see initially is a handful of
people control- the technology in the beginning and then it
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gets smaller Iin physical size]. It becomes standardized,
becomes more accessible, and more and more peopLe get their
hands on it. And thatrs what you have today. " As Marl-ord
continues, "There's afways an antecedent. There rs always
some technology that came before. There's always something
that nas done before that didnrt lrork -- that had to vrait
several years for something else to come along so that it
erouLd work. 'l
Yet Carlberg ansvters the question of identifying the
various development stages as, 'rYou take it as a ldhole, I
think it's quite well developed. within that ldhole, there
are people that are at various stages. " And identifying
those exact stages, he reP1ies, "I donrt have any labels for
them.'r But he adds this point, "You kRott, you've got to
crawl before you waLk and I think a company that does it
weII, does it in stages. "
ParaIlels
The characteristjc growth patterns of the corporate
video department have aTso been found in the MIS (Managenent
Information Systems) departfient 
' 
without any physicaT or
managerial ties betlreen them.
Rice answers the question of identifying any
similarities of growth of any other corporate department that
equals that of the corporate video department, by stating:
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This may be wlshful thinking, but it seems to
have worked in the ones ldho are successful --
the video department that parallels the growEh
of an MIS department, that centrally located
experts irho feed into every single
department . . . . In an MIS department, it I s
mostly a service department that helps to
encourage the expansion of computers. I think
a lot of corporate communications, corporate
video departments, are paralleling that track.
D. Brush agrees and resPonds with:
The distribution of data processing throughout
the organization has been fol-Iowed by thedistribution of media production -- multi-
media rangj.ng from print to video. And yes,
we see that very definitely the corporate
video has been on palalle1 tracks with Yrhat's
happening in the data systems area. Those
data managers who have not recognized the needfor distributed processing or user-driven PC
technoLogies have been in difficult straights.
The same thing for a vj.deo manager who does
not recognize that his former customer can now
produce a videotape on his ohtn nithout him is
also in dire straights so they have to shift
their roles and have a different identity
within the organization as a resu.l-t of this.
when asked to explain the possible reasons for
similarity, D. Brush states:
That there has to be close working
relarionship bettleen the yideo peop]e And lhe
data systems people because those technologies
are nerging so rapidly. They have to know and
understand each other. That understanding has
to be driven by the corporate communications
or vj-deo people. Because theyrve got a foot
in both worlds, they can educate the data
systems people in communications, if they do
it right. Human resources ls increasingly
being driven by the letter of the law rather
than actual human need and the management is
again looking at the HR people as another cost
center. How much do we realLy need them?
And rdhen the same question of similarities between
growth patterns is addressed to Marlord, he answers with a
familiar, "The one that immediately beeps to mind is the
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computer department or telecotnmunications .
come out of the same technological root. "
They all sort of
Hard Times
with the current rash of cutbacks, Tayoffs, and a sTow
economy, recession has hit the corPorate video depattment.
As a resul.t the departments are very "7ean and mean."
D. Brush began his interview by responding to the
question of how corporate video is changing.
All corporations are facing cutbacks,
downsizing, and so forth, so when you have thefinancial people looking around at each of the
operatj.ons, rdith a very critical- eye as to the
need for that operation, many of them come to
the conclusion that when you are getting into
an area like audiovisual support and video, is
this something we rea.]1y need to have in-
house? we may need these services, and yre may
need more of these servlces than the in-house
facility can even provide, but do rde want to
keep this in-house because of the capital
requirements in keeping a facility here or the
need to have people on the payroLl?"
He conti.nues:
Because corporate culture within an
organj-zation rarely ever changes -- it's what
they do about it that changes -- therer s been
a shift in corporate attitudes toyrard in-house
services over the last 10 years. In the mid1970s, the attitude of most large
organizations was they lvanted to have
everything in-house so they could control it
and not outsource anything. No matter how
specialized or specific the service might be.
The attitude was well we know our company
better and we want to control this and we want
to have this capability in-house, and quitefrankly it rdas middle management empirebuilding in 99 pelcent of the cases. It
wasnrt rea11y necessary to do that but they
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wanted to show off and say r look what we cando and we can do this cheaperr and of course
they bury their cost. The attitude today is,
we don't want to have this stuff in-house. we
are not in that kind of business and lre I 11hire that outside service on the job.
J. Brush states some examples as she continues D.
Brush's views.
This week is NAB [1991] in Las vegas. Now,
the price tags on that equipment are very
high.... Now in a corporation, is it wise to
spend your money on technology like this? No'
Yourre not in the video business.
As iI. Brush also notes concerns for staffing the in-
house video department :
iou have to career path peoPle through the
organization. Eo!, are you going to careerpath a videographer through the corporation?
Plus the fact that if you're hiring somebodyfor something we're doing now or you're hiring
a guy for $60-70r000 and the benefits etc.'
are another 30 or 40. percent, then you add on
the overhead, the parking space and the
allotments for the company cafeteria. Do you
rea1Iy need that person, lrhen you may only
need that person three, four times a year?
Would it be better to have somebody who is a
reafly super duper script writer or
specialized tafent executive producer hire
somebody outside on a project basis? You may
end up paying a little bit more as far as
salary Iand] in fees over the year, but atIeast you're not carryj-ng that corporate
overhead.
D. Brush points out that "Yourve got a nurnlcer of factors
at work
trends .
here, a1I of rrhich are converging, causing these
One of which is the economy itself, which is forcing
companies to reassess what they need in the way of staff
services. " J. Brush provides an example:
Certainly in the last week I've found, in
doing an executive search for a client, that a
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number of the long-time fuIl-time video users,
video departments have changed rather
radically. One pharmaceutical companydissofved their department, putting each of
the functions within it, which were gualitygraphics to video, in three separate operating
units.
D. Brush adds:
That's right on target. The fact is that most
of the in-house facilities are now being on
what vre call a zero charge back basis or afull- chalge back basis rather and a zerobudget. They have to lecover all of their
costs incfuding their overhead and salaries so
the iron is definitely affecting their own in-
house entlepreneurial activity. In certain
instances, rde've seen cases in the last couple
of years where a fu11-fledged in-house
department lras sold to an outside company --personnel and everybody with it -- and then
the company would turn around and hire the
services of their former employee, "
Carlberg indicates that changes are needed soon, "when
you see people walking out Lrith a Iot of boxes in their hands
with their personaL belongings, you can tell that there is a
very drastic change coming about and you've got to ask how
it's changing your business, That was my audience walking
out the door. "
Rice describes current changes in corporate video and
reinforces the views of the other participants when he
states:
I've been hearing about a lot of people who
have been laid off and cut back in the
corporations just through the general
recession, so the departments themselves are
in a little bit of trouble in that they're
falling to the vrhitns of the economy, Hovrever,
I do think there are probably -- I canrtguantify this -- but many more departments
than there vrere say 2, 3, 4, 5 years ago. And
a lot more companies are seeing andinvestigating video. So, overall it seems to
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be growing, but lrhat's happening internally
with each department is they seem to be
scaling down to a great degree 
- 
Keeping
enough people to manage it, but reaIly
depending a lot on outside services.
Marlow, rdhen responding earlier to the different stagres
of development, sheds a IittIe light here in our current
gloom when he points out:
It seems that the corporate video department
has gone through cycles. At one point
everybody was going outside for sources and
then everybody went inside, you know, with
their own video production department and then
a few years ago people started shutting dolvn
video departments and going outside again.
And ,J. Brush agrees !
I think ere are going to come out the other end
of this whole cycle because itrs not only
affecting corporate video departments, itrs
also affecting data processing, lega1 and
other separate services dePartments. I think
we're going to come out working smarter at the
end of the cyclei that we are going to not
staff up for the sake of staffing up.
J. Brush continues:
Now werre into total quafity commj.tment,
because of the Malcolm Baldridge Award. Every
company is competing for that. Where we're
self analyzing, we're doing benchnark studies.
I mean there's even talk of doing a benchmark
study for the audiovisual industry. People
are realIy concerned about, you know, are they
using their money wisely?
Changing Funct i ons
The role of the corporate video department js taking on
more of a general communications function, no longet Timiting
it to jus.t a video provider.
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Rice explains hot he views the changes in the corporate
video department:
f know a lot of the early departments grew out
of other interna] services departments -- theAv department became the video department; theguys who used to make slides and dopubl j.cations became a separate video
departmenti or video feII within their area.
And I see a fair number of video departments
now taking over a general- communications role.
J. Brush again shows us a clear example of how the video
department is changing to more of a general communications
role. She begins by describing a specific training program
that uses multi-media :
... why go to the expense and the bother to go
to a central corporate source when the program
is never going to be used beyond the confines
of your pLant in Raleigh, North Carolina? The
content experts are thele, and the trainingpeople are becoming more sophisticated in
dealing with media and why not produce it
there? Leaving, of course, the person with
the rolodex at corporate headquarters to do
more corporate slide programming, to be
targeting in on the reaL needs Idithin the
whole strategic planning area of, you know, is
there a multi-product rollout from a division
that rs going to impact the bottom Iine.... So
the corporate person would deaL with that
cosmic issue, or getting video conferencing
rooms set up across the corporation, or
dealing in an international business
television conference to deal with new
research and development across the world, or
reaching clients around the world. So there's
this corporate video person who should bedealing with strategic and cosmic issues
rather than norrying about a fork lift truck
operating an operator training program in
Ra1eigh, North CaroLina.
D. Brush agrees and describes the changes in personnel
within the department, as he states:
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The in-house coordinator becomes much more of
a consultant in his role and advises the users
in their o\rn use of these users in technology.
So the person, the Last guy there vrith the
rolodex has to be an expert in all things and
be abl,e to help the peopl-e do their oldn things
within the organization.
Cartberg notices different changes in personnel as he
states:
I think the fact that more professional people
are oriented toward corporate video has been abig improvement. when I started in corporate
video that lras usually the second choice.
Everybody \ranted to go into a broadcast
station and do the news. You knowr live that
kind of exciting life as they thought it was.
And I see people now that are being groomed
more toward corporate. The academic side is
coming in and training people fo! corporate
work,
.And do you feel this to be a result of their education?
Carlberg responds, "Oh yeah, more focused on business as
opposed to just TV for broadcast. "
Vfhen asked about merging functions of the corporate
video department with other corPorate departments, Rice
responded:
An AV department and video yeah; apublications dePartment and video -- yeah.
Any other communicatj.ons services department,
can easily be merged with video into a larger
conmunications rol-e. The other side of that,
which I haven't seen at aII is a viability if
video could become the day-to-day tool that I
hear a lot of the manufacturers talking about.
It is being divisionalized and sales has its
own video departmenti PR has its own videodepartmenti perhaps each one of these staffshas a video specialist on board who may go
back and use a main corporate video facility,
but there are specialists in each department
ldho knohr how to put you in the right package
for that department's own needs.
7L
Hordever, Carlberg demonstrates how j.mportant it is to be
broad in scope
importance of
about one's services. when asked about the
scope to the success of the corporate video
department, he states:
weLL, if lre are a communications problem
solver in successful companies, it is. You
canrt just turn out glitz with no reason for
it because it will come back and eat you!
lunch late! and you just. canrt do it, because
you can see through that, Itrs like spending
a lot of money to produce a Program just toget an award. The astard's nice. Put it onyour shelf. Let it gather dust. But ifyou're not working in the meantime, hey,
what's it matter?
And Rice, in answering a question about what shou.Id the
functions of the coxporate video department be, responds:
I think a smart video department is going to
consider alternative media. Theyrre going tobe involved in slides. They may be involved
in print; they are going to be involved in
some degree of computer -- be it desktoppublishing or graphics, interactive disk-based
stuff so I think it's ultimatefy
communication -- internal and external -- is
the way a department should cast itself. we
are here as a communications tool- for whatever
the needs may be.
Marlow seems to agree and states that in his book, back
in 197 8, he wrote:
... the ideal department is not a corporate
vj-deo department but a corporate media
department that had under its roof,
television, graphics, photography, print, as
in duplication stuff like that; It could even
combine te lecommunicat ions all in one 1alge
department working together in a coordinated
way -- but that's an ideal .
Carlberg provides an example :
In 1975 through 1983, training was very
important here at PhiIlips PetroLeum because
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we rrere adding people, oi1 prices were high,
we rrere doing a 1ot of dj.fferent things, and
we had to get training out. $ltlen we cut from
37,000 to 2!r 000 employees, who are we going
to train? So the question came up, ldhy do ete
need video? And rde had changed our focus.
It's just that some people didn't realize that
and that rdas my mistake in not communicating
with them. we lrent from training to a 1ot ofproduct promotion .
As he continues:
So we changed the emphasis of what we I ereproducing. And vre wouldn't ever Let it stay
with just one thing. It was a variety of
things that we would cover, not just training
ever, not just product Promotion, not just
management communications but a blend.
Worth
As a nonrevenue-generating depaztment,
video department must prove its value to the
whoLe.
the corporate
corporation as a
In listing the needed characteristics of a successful
corporate video department, Rice states:
one of the big problems with the colporate
video department within any industry is j.t's
not a revenue generating division. And video
Spends a lot of money often compared to other
service divisions within the company. 'And one
of the things you are seej.ng right now is
companies are looking at their video
departments and saying "well werre spending alot of money but rdhat's our real return? How
can we calculate our return?" So the
successful department is one that has proven
to their upper management that there is a
value -- if not a cash value -- that there isgood reason to have this department around.
D. Brush adds to the theme and gi.ves us this vievrpoint:
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Iwhat's happening in American business and
industry i!- tfrat top management is looking at
all staff support functions with a very
critical eye. Because they are not profit
centers, they are not cost centers, and
they're looking at it from a standpoint of not
what their actual value to the organization
is, but whether these same services can be
acquired through outside sources with less
capital investment, conunitment to people and
operating expenses -- Offsetting the need for
having these services in house, with executive
convenience' confidentiality, or cost.
Mar.Low points out how this value to the corPoration is
already present in other corporate video departments 3
r mean, if in some companies video is looked
on as an inherent part of hovr they do business
-- look at J.C. Penney with its incredible
satellite, its business television capability
-- that on a daify basis, they are using
television to help se1l a product. Merrill
Lynch with its business television netwolk.
TLey've got a long tradition of being in the
video communications business. And there are
a lot of other companies you can cite. But
then there are other companies where there is
not a long tradition or where management
doesn't see the value or it's a vthole variety
of things, video communications is becoming
more and more a staple, but it has taken
almost 20 years for that to evolve. But in
some corporatj.ons, it's not a commodity like
the t,elephone -- yet. It may take another 5
or 10 years,
The relationship between the ever-increasing corporate
communication needs and a successful corporate video
department becomes clearer when one views the video
department as a total cornmunication sol-ution resource rather
than merely an in-house service outl-et. lIhen corporate
management views the video department as a service center
sirnilar to a Paper duplication or copy center' which provides
a standard service, then that video department is surely
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struggling for survival and exists only if it can prove that
it is cost effective. To be a successful corporate video
department today, corporate management must identify the
video department as a total communication solution resource
similar to the way in which the Human Resource department
(HR) is viewed for employee benefits and career deveLopment
solutions or the Management Information Systems (MIS)
department is tasked with providing corporate-wide data and
computer solutions. The idea of proving the cost-
effectiveness of HR. or MfS departments and expecting a
standard service bureau environment to be adopted by either
department j.s unheald of within corporate management offices.
There are several departments that must Idork together to
provide this ideal corporate-$ride communication soLution.
Trait s
while unique within their respective organizations,
successfuf video departments share simi-lar txaits, too. Some
comflons trajts are not advocating video as the uitimate
solution, understanding the objectives of the corporation,
and understanding the importance of being cost effective.
But a common trait inherent in a17 successfu-I corporate video
departments js that no natter what the communications task or
project, "never say no." The depattment shou 7.d market itse]f
as an jnternal and externaT conmunicaxions too7, and as a
soTution service or advisot to pubTic relations, marketing,
't5
cotporate communications and other divisions searching for
anskrers to their communication probTens.
Each of the participants was asked to descrj-be the
traits and functions of a successful corporate video
department. J. Brush responded:
What makes the departments that are successful
\ successful are 1) understanding the bottom-line orientation of the corporation as a whole
2) reaIly having a good rate card for fulL
charge back to their various in-house clients,
sometimes saving an in-house client as much as
35 percent over going outslde and 3)
understanding what the strategj-c needs of the
company are and being involved as much aspossible. in that planning. Are they going to
open new satellite offices alound the country?
What can ne do to make corununications training
and market j-ng activities more effective in
those areas? werve had a situation where we
have to put in video conferencing rooms. You
know, what I s the uLtimate need of the
corporation, not today but maybe five years
hence? So successful departments are doing
that and doing it very we1l .
Carlberg aLso had a similar view as he states:
I think that a strong video departrnent will
understand true corpolate goals and true
management goals and philosophies and will
work with them. Another stxength is that I
think the ones that have survived have not
been narrow in scope. They have touched a
variety of leveIs within the people that they
work with and within the departments that are
within a company. I think a successful group
also keeps score of their ldork. They work by
the numbers. They don't just do a program and
say "we1l that ytas nice" and it goes out thedoor and thatrs it. They test to see what
kind of results they got, what kind of cost
savings, what difference that they made, and
then they advertise what hapPened so that they
can rt be misunderstood in the eyes of
management. And I also think a successful
16
1group has a good sales and customer service
att itude .
"Never say no, " is better expLained by Rice as he
states:
Saylng maybe, or thro!, out the caveat of, you
know, well vre coul-d do this but it would be
terribly expensive, let us see if we can come
up with some alternatives for you. The best
lray a corporate video department works j-s toposition themselves as a solutions service.
If someone from another division of the
company, be it manufacturing or PR or
whatever, walks in and says, I'I want to do a
lo-minute video on a, b, c, d and er " then
that rs what they are going to do. If someone
walks in and says, "I am trying to figure out
how to get across to our sales peopfe thispoint, " then suddenly the video department
becomes an advisor and they can say, "weII
maybe we should do a videotape, whj.ch shows
this new manufacturing process, explains to
the sales people lrhy we are reducing the price
of this product. Maybe t e shoufd do a
videotape, which demonstrates this nel line
and the sales people can take it to their
customers. " when they can provj-de solutionsinstead of a service, then the dePartment
becomes much more valuable.
As Rice sums up his answer, "So how do they function?
They function best as an advisor to other divisions of the
company, not just a caI]-'ern-up-and-place-an-orde! service."
Marlow explains why survlval depends on understanding
corporate direction, as he states:
The demands on the department are different
now. Itrs not just training that it used to
be in the 1960s, although training stil1 is
the leading application. It's now marketing,public relations, community relations,
government relations, itrs trade shows, you
iame it internaf and external
conmunications. The video departments that
survive are the ones that have the mostprofessionaL management and the broadest vievr
ot tne corporation or the organization'
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Rice responded that it is more than how the department
views the company, but how the company views the corporate
video department, as he explains:
I think the successful ones are the ones that
can continually Prove to their upper
management that they have a value. The ones
that succeed spend a lot of their time
maintaining good relations with other
management in other departments. It also
seems that a Iot of the successful
departments, while they are advocates of
video, are careful advocates -- you know,
individuafs ldho go in and seem to promise that
everything should be answered by video tend to
wear out their rrelcome pretty fast. But there
are a lot of people who walk into meetings and
the minutes of the meeting say you don't need
video for this assignment. So the ones who
rea11y fit in, in that respect, seem to be the
ones vrho are successfuf.
According to Carlberg, marketing is the key to success.
You can't rely on some programs coming in my
opinion. You can't just hang out the shingle
and wait for people to nal-k in the doo! ' Youdo get a certain amount of programs like that,
but you have to evaluate each one. If youjust take everything that came in the door and
assume that those are the right things to do,
you are assuming first of all that al-I these
' people know exactly vrhy the studio should be
there and the direction in which it's heading
in the organization, and you are also giving
up your right to direct the place as manager.
And thatts not why you're being paid. You're
being paid to direct the work of the studio.
So direct it. You don't just take them as
they come in. You go out and seLL and you
look at the direction of the studio and you
say "where do we need to be a year or two from
now? Letrs gro find those clients. " And yougo to those staff meetings, and those
managers, and those vice presidents, and you
make your sales pitch and say "herers what I
can do for you and here's how Ir11 do it and
here's what vrer 11 both get out of it."
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4IIe continues on how departments should market
themselves:
well-, you sit down with your boss and yourproducers, what are you guys hearing? You
know, how is thls affecting things? what arepeople telling you? You get out to staff
meelings -- iC sounas horrible, it's kind ofl-ike torture to say I want to go attend some
staff meetings, but you can learn an awful lot
about the organization by going to somediverse staff meetings and seeing lrhat they
are doing. Take a look at your annuaf report
-- see where the contributions are coming fromin the company.
As Carlberg notes:
There is not a fot of fun sitting in meetings
and talking about objectives or trying to se}l
obstinate cfients or sitting in people's staff
meetings to try to hear ldhat their needs are
or going to trade shows on subjects that youjust have no interest in to see how things are
being used or doing feedback afterwards.
That's just not an excit,ing thing, but itrs
essential to reaLly focus the activities of
any video group if it I s going to be
successful . You canrt do just the fun stuff.
And who influenced Carlberg with his marketing and
service attitude? He replied:
I got mine in two areas. My graduate advisor
really pounded that into me; he was way ahead
of the curve on corporate Tv. He was pushing
it back in the early seventies. And my first
supervisor did an amazing amount of work on
the corporate attitude. You would never ever
hear him say "no we can't do that goodbye."
He would say "You don't really rdant tape. You
rea11y rdant x." His cotnmon phrase was, "how
can I help you?" And he meant it. I don't
see that in a Lot of places. video people
wil-1 berate clients that come in wanting
something that is genuinely a silly idea but
at least it was an idea. There are so many
people in this world who donrt have any i.deas,
it's a shame to malign somebody who does, even
though you may not think it's on target. And
sometimes I've gone back and you know the idea
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has been amazingly on target -- it's just thatthey haven't def ined them rea.L wel-1 .
Carlberg adds:
And somethj-ng else I learned is that theperson that you may alienate today as a clj-ent
may be j-n an incredibly different position
Later on that can affect you. And take care
of them because you never know where you aregoing to run up against them again.
Marlow examined how this leadership of the department
manager is key to a successful department. As MalLow states:
Itts one where the manager of the department
understands the objectives of the corporation,
understands the objectives of individual
departments, understands the needs of the
specific executives in the various aspects of
the organization, who understands teLevisionproduction, who unde!stands management ofpeople, yrho understands about storytelling,
who understands about being cost effective --
all of the above. Itrs not just any one
thing .
And J. Brush agrees, as she describes a good Leader:
A good leader doesn't have to be a hands-on
technologist, but someone who is constantly
searching for new ways of helping their in-
house clients. There are folks we have worked
with who do that very wel1, who are always on
top of the strategic needs of the corporation
and who are afways looking towards new
technologies o! new progranxming format styles.
Marlow adds:
If you are talking about the person who is
running the corporate video businesi, they had
better be a communications generaList; that
is, they need to understand the communications
problem sofving process, but they aLso need to
understand things l-ike organizational-
structure and behavior. They need to
understand politics in the corporate sense.
They need to understand things l-ike basic
business, accounting, profit loss. They need
to understand about business strategy not onLyfor their own department but for the
organization as a whoLe.
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As an example of what corporations are fooking for as a
leader of the corporate video or corporate communications
department, J, Brush states:
It's amazing, going back to the current issue
and looking at resumes from some 50 people --
top people -- in the industry and they're
supposed to be, you know, like the AV director
or video manager or director of conmunication
services, how few of them address the bottom
line! And yet our clients are telling us they
want bottom-line-oriented managers. Everyone
is so excited about being a producer director
creative type that they forget that they have
a business to conduct. f just got a resumefrom somebody who over the phone sounds
terrifJ-c, his resume looks good, and his cover
letter telfs me that all he wants to do ls
supervising creative people and to do creative
worki that's not what my client lrants. My
client wants a manager who is aware of the
strategic needs of the corporation, current
and future technofogy' and above all is
bottom-line oriented.
Marlow concludes 3
welI, you have to be in the right p1ace, too.
I mean you can be afl of these things, have
all these characteristics and be in an
organization that doesn't appreciate them. So
very often it has to do wi.th a good fit
between the manager of the video operation and
his or her boss. It has to do \rith the point
of view that the very top of the organization
has with lespect to video communications ingeneral or comnunications in general, never
mind video conmunications. If the top
management wants to communicate, they will and
they'11 find every which way to do it
effectively -- of which video is one tool .
And rdhen asked if she had any percentages or statistics
on the current success rate for corporate video departments,
,J. Brush stated :
Werl-l know more about that when we get theFifth Brush Report done. But from going to
varj.ous industry meetings and talking rrith
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people on the phone and doing this executive
search and talking to various other people whodeal ldith corporate types around the country
in the last trro months, there are not that
many successful video departments. Some of
them are just plugging along and they may be
satisfying a current need but whether or not
theyrre going to be there lIater], who knows?
Most successful video departments are ones that operate
as separate businesses. If the video department treated
company employees as clients and marketed themseLves as if
they were there to serve the video and communications needs
of the corporation, then perhaps the company would recognize
the true value of an in-house video department. A successful
video department demonstrates that no one knovts the corporate
objectives and the most cost-effective solution better than
the in-house video department and its networked resources -
not some video producer or production company found in the
yelLow pages .
Successful video departments that operate as a business
must learn to "nevex say no" and to advise their in-house
cfient on the best media solution that meets the client's
budget and satisfies the goals of the corporation. If that
means designing video conference rooms or complete conference
centers, then the corporate video department is providing a
total corununication solution to the needs of that client, As
a result, this sometimes means hiring outside consultants,
designers, and even coordj.nating an outside building
contractor through the corporate facilities department if
necessary. This networking of outside services is essentiaL
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to keeping staff costs down yet providing endl-ess
capabilities to the video department,
The needs and expectatj.ons of corporate in-house clients
are much different today than just 15 yeals ago. Successful,
corpolate managers have always felt a "whatever it takesrr
attitude towards accomplishing their tasks and that has given
thern the f reedorn to go out-of-house for their needs.
Successful video department managers have been able to keep
business from going out-of-house by addressing the bottom
line with a superior product. Today that product is more
than just a training videotape - it is a multinedia
communicatj.ons package. The same successful video manager
recognizes vj-deo as a medium and not a tool . The process by
which the manager develops and molds a message or idea is
his/her resource and not his/her function. Hence, todayrs
video manager must be able to use his/her resource with
al-ternate media such as interactive video, multimedia
computer graphics, 35-mm slide presentations, and trade show
booth exhibits. The various technologies should alr.rays be an
asset, not a Loss of business for the department. And the
reason is simple: if the corporate video department can
provide the in-house client with a solution that best meets
his/her needs, whether it is slide or vj.deo, then the video
department will have a satisfied client and that alient will
return, But if all a corporate video department can offer is
video, then the resources avaitable to the in-house corporate
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client are extremely litnited and the assumption is that the
client knons exactly what he/she rdants and needs 
- 
video.
Oroanizational Chart
PTacement of the corporate video depattment within the
corpotate organizationaT chart js not as important as who can
take advantage of thjs in-house capabiTity. However, there
are a few Teast favorabTe divisions, such as sa-les and
marketing or faciTities, with which to affiTiate the
corPorate video department .
A part of the interview was designed to study the
j"mportance of the corporate video departmentrs placement
within the corporate structure and how it affects the video
department's chances f'or survivaL. the participants nere
asked if a new corpolate video department tas created by a
company, under what umbrella shouLd that depaltment be placed
and why?
Rice lesponds, "The ones Irve seen are usually under
some corporate communications umbreLla." But he also adds:
A lot depends on why does the company have a
video department? What do they need? If itrsprimarily for internal communications, ifyou're a muLti-national company and video
serves you best to communicate with your
employees, then maybe it belongs in thepersonnel department or human resourcesdepartment. If you are a company that can
take advantage of it from saLes and malketing,
naybe it belongs under the advertising
department or the sales department.
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J. Brush agrees 3
we alvrays say corporate conununications. In
most cases, youtre under that umbrella of
corporate communications, marketing, etc.
Hoerever, there's a caveat -- it depends on the
corporation. If it is needed in personnel,
training, or marketing, then so be it. But
there are exceptions. And although the trend
has been to move it into corporate
communications, there are real good reasons in
some companj-es not to have it thele. So youhave to understand the culture of the
organization and again their needs before
determining where it in the world you aregoing to put corPorate video.
Marl-ovf responds with a similar view:
It should be placed in the departnent to allohl
the broadest access to the organization and
vice versa. In othe! words, the marketing
department may be the appropriate Place
because people from marketing will come there,people from sales promotion, from public
affairs, from training, management development
-- 
rrhatever the best place for the operation
may be in the training department because
everybody wil} come there, In other words,
video is a trans application communications
too1. It's not just training, itrs not justpublic affairs or corporate communications, or
marketing it can serve a varj-ety of
inte rna l- and external communications
applications.
Rice also responds with a list of criteria:
I wouLd think that you have to have three
things to look for erithin that department.
One that is a service group, you knols, nohr
that can be in a line, you know, an operating
organization, but it has to be one thatprovides service to the corporation as a
whol-e. One that has accessibility. One of
the things in the job that I have done in
management communication that's made it so
nice is that my boss doesn't second guess
things. Iilhen we want to do something lrith thepresident of the company or an executive vj-cepresident, we call him and we do it. And you
donrt have to go through a variety of
conunittees or people to get there, because in
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these days speed is of the essence to get
things done.
Rice sums up with:
Service, accessibility and authority, I think,
are the three conditions that you reall-y have
to meet when you look to put a video studio
somewhere. So it can be in a variety of
departments -- it can be in corporate affairs
or human resources or training or planning and
budget ing .
All participants ldere also asked to
department or departments that they woul-d not
corporate video department under and their reasons
identify a
place the
why.
Rice responds, "Least favorable? Anything financiaL.
You know seriously, I mean the sales and marketing
[department]." As he continues to explain:
welI, if they are going to need to document
how they generated nerd sa1es, it's real- tough
to do rdith video. If it's personnel-oriented,
then it gets to be difficult. If it's the
more nonspecific they could be pLaced within a
company, the less accountable they can be to
Profit and loss statements.
D. Brush felt strongly about not focating the corporate
video department in the personnel department, as he said:
I would keep it totally away from anybody in
human resources-at all cost. And the secondplace to keep it away from is the managementj-nformation systems or the data systems people
or telecommunications people. Both groups
have a total absence of understanding for
communications as we know it. The systemspeople are totally technology driven and donrt
understand applications lrhatsoever nor are
they interested in applications and they hate
end users with a passion. The human resourcepeople are fearfuL of communications and
they're driven by this one guiding principle:t'rf you teII them too much, it'L1 onLy raise
more questions, so don't te11 then anything."
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And Marlow states that the worst placement for a newl-y
created corporate video department would be under buildings
and facilities. Marlow states why:
Because video communications is not just
hardware. It ' s not just the equipment that
makes it work, itrs the software side of it.
It I s the creating of scripts. it's the
understanding of audience needs and objectives
and all that kind of stuff, it's writing good
scripts. The hardware at this point is really
transparent. Itrs how to use the technology.
If the video department is placed within the corporate
communication department, as are the najority of video
departments, then their ability to reach and be reached by
the rest of the corporation is often linited. For example,
unl-ess a corporate employee is contributing to one of the
periodicals /video magaz ines/communicat ion workshops produced
by a corporate communication department, he/she tnay neve!
have the need nor desire to familialize him/herself with the
corporate conmunication department and its other capabilities
(i.e.. video department) . whereas, for the frequently
visited departments, such as the HR or MIS departments,
empl-oyees are constantly discovering any new or improved
servj-ces that these departments can offer. Therefore, is it
any wonder why the current ideal location for a video
department is within the HR or MIS departments? Not only are
these departments ideal locations, but often they are the
corporate video departmentrs largest clients.
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Dersonnel
The gual,jtjes of a we77-prepared corporate video
professionaT aze a strong business sense and training in the
uses of various video production equipment. Even with a17 of
the pzoper training, lt js not just courses, it is really
tenacity, experience, and character. An R?r [Radio,
Television and FiTnl degree js not the first steP toward a
corporate video career, unless one simply desires a technical
position. As a resu.Lt, corPorate video Personnef should have
a strong.business sense, not just a strong video production
background .
GeneraIly, the participants responded that corporate
video professionats are not cullentJ.y trained to cope lvith
major corporate changes or business politics. However, the
participants stated that the professionafs who were on top of
current corporate events and who observed changes coped much
better $rith the changes and could survive.
Each participant was asked if he/she felt that corporate
video employees and new hires were sufficiently trained to
cope with the current colporate environment as well as how
they nould go about training that workforce.
As Carlberg responded, "I think that they are adequatel-y
trained to cope with the current corporate Tv environment,
but they are not adequately trained to cope with the
corporate business environment . "
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Marlow explains the business of television:
See, I don't know a lot of people that were
trained for the corporate teLevision business.
And frankly I think the best people that are
in the business nere never trained for the
corporate television business. r've been in
the business for tyrenty years and f 've nevertaken a television production course. And
I've produced in all media about 500 differentpresentations in televisi.on, radio, but I've
never taken a television production course. I
teach it now. But Irve never had taken a
course, and I am just thinking of the people
that in the business some of them came out of
broadcast television, some of them came out ofgraphic arts, some of them came out of
computer backgrounds, some of them came out of
management backgrounds, or finance, they just
had a bent for it. Corporate tel-evision is
not just television, it's like sho!, business.
It's the business of putting on shoers. Itrs
as much as being in a business as it is
knowing hord to point the camera or write a
script or edit or do all that kind of stuff.
You have hundreds of people around that you
can hire to direct, produce, write, be infront of the camera, run the camela, edit, put
on makeup, buifd sets, whatever, but the real
tough part is the business side.
Rice attributes the inability to cope vrith corporate
change this way, "I don't think'a lot of them understand that
theyrre first and foremost corporate employees. They easily
cast themselves as people on the outside." As he continues,
"We're the outsiders, 'untouchables' and 'untouchers, I
neither are they reached out to nor do they reach in."
MarLow suggests college as the source for the needed
additional training in corpolate business as he states:
welL there are colleges that offer courses in
corporate video, but theyrre not too manypeople who have a real1y good overview of the
business, which is the nature of the busj-ness,
because everybody is looking at their own
shop. It's like everybody's in their own
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department and nobody is looking at thebuilding, ]et alone the plot of land that
everybody's on.
As Carlberg responds, r'Itrs never too late to learn it
on the job. You better or you'I1 find yourself in a terrible
diLemma. I wish more colleges ldou1d Prepare people, and I do
see some doing that. "
CurrentLy, corporate vLdeo career minded college
students are advlsed to take business oriented courses. As
J. Brush explains:
In dealing with our students, the thlee things
that they have to have in order to take our
corporate video class are organizational
communications, journalism, IandJ studentproduction. Then when they ask, "what else
should $re take as electives?r' we suggest in
addition to the communications-oriented public
refatj.ons, etc., that they take introduction
to psychology, introduction to political
science, socioLogy, art, etc. Ei1I up your
electives with a broad range of other areas so
that you can understand the politics of an
organization and grouP dYnamics.
D. Brush corunents:
That's half of it. Once you get that underyour belt, then you have to be aware of
everything going on in the technology field
and understand it from the broad scale, not
the details. You don't realIy need to knoY,
hohr a VCR operates, but you better know rrhat
certain key functions of the vCR are, what the
heads are, what they do, vrhy they cl-og
sometimes and why they don't.
Rice agrees and responds I ith the folLowing example:
If someone's a \y'P or someone is the executive
producer or the on-l-ine producer, chances are
there is someone who doesn't have to Put their
hands on the equipment. They either have the
staff to do that or they hire the staff to do
that. They better knoYr what can be
accomplished. And as graphic systems getbetter, they better know what they can
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accomplish in terms of graphics. As camerasget more refined, they better know that. Asformats change, they better know that. As
computers and video interface' they better
kno!, what they can accomplish. So that's not
a question of being trained in the operatj-ons
of it but being trained in the capabilities ofir.
. 
,J. Brush relates all of this as she states:
what rde tell the kids is thit in corporate
video or any area of corporate communications,you aie going to be basicalLy a corporatejournalist so you need to have the same xange
of knowledge and skills -- Plus the
technological -- which must include a goodLiberal arts background.
Rice includes a couple of distinctions as to what one
intends as a caleer in corporate video:
If somebody wants to be in the hands-on area,
they want to be an enginee!, an editor, a tape
operator, a facilities manage!, then they
shoutd take a standald RTF track. Now yourve
touched on one of my najo! soapboxes for the
Last 15 years. If someone is. going to become
a producer, j-f someone is going to become a
writer, even if someone is golng to become a
director, I think the worst thing they couLd
do is walk out of school with an RTF degree.
I think they should get that business degree.
I think you can learn what the equipment can
accomplish on the job, but I don't think you
can learn the concepts of the subject matter
on the job.
Marlow responds with the same view:
Every year I take my radio students to WINS, a
radio Istationl here in New York, id'hich isprobably the most successful all-news radio
station in the United States, in the largest
metropoLitan area. And every year a student
'raises the question of I'if I wanted to be in
radio how do I prepare to go to vrork for you?"
And the general manager there -- a terrificguy 
-- always says "wel1 don't get a degree in
radio, don't get a degree in broadcastjournalism, take fiberal arts courses, take
courses in history, in political science, in
economics, in government, in all those kinds
YT
of courses." And he said, "if you know how to
write, we'I1 teach you how to vrrite news for
radio, but we can't teach you that stuff if
you don't know erhat you're talking about."
D. Brush, explaining thj.s overalf strong yrriting and
liberal arts background ability and how it shoul-d be applied
in the colpolate environment states, "as ,Jerry Nachman of the
New York Post calls it, 'know your stuff. "' He continues:
Know what is going on in the world out therei
knoe, ldhat it ls about your companyi be
knowledgeable; be aytarei be on top of social
issues, political issues, envi ronmenta]
issues, business issues, and be able to thenprocess all of those things into a concise
communications package using any form of
technology ranging from the written word to
the visual image,
And $rhat about continuing education after college? As
Rice stated, I'The surgeon who doesn't go back and study j.s
going to be a pretty bad surgeon after 10 years out of
schoot. " when asked where a video professional- could go for
this trainj-ng, he lesponded, rrThey can get it through
industry seminars. There are plenty of training operations,
educational processes, a number of equipment dealerships have
their own training proglams. 'r As he continues 3
I think someone can eventually find the ldays
to continue to learn. And there are different
levels of learning. Therers one thing which
is keeping ableast of the technology, which
can be done by reading, staying on top of the
trades, picking up books as they come out, and
continuing to digest that information.
Marlow also recognizes experience as education, "It's
not just courses. It's really experj"ence. It really has to
do with experience, and some people really take to it and
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there are some peopfe that shouldnrt be in the business in
the first pl-ace. " And what about motivation? He responds:
I think in any business, tenacity and will is
80 percent of the job and the rest of it is
tafent and background. It all has to do with
the desire to do something. And if you see an
opportunity that corPorate tefevision could
fill {one needs tol 90 after making it happen
-- 
and that has more to do with character than
it does with background.
Todayts corporate video department personne.L have varied
educational backgrounds, employment histories, sources of
experience, and reasons for working in video. There j-sn't a
single success formula for a career in video - the corporate
video field i.s too diverse 
- 
so a broad base of education and
background is recommended in order to cope \dith any challenge
that a video professionaL may face. Yet the field is stil]
as divided today as it $as when it started. There are those
who are in technical positions and those who are in
nontechnical positions. Both of these groups should be
familiar with how and what the other group does, but
eventually one's video career is centralized. around one of
these groups. with equipment becoming digital, compact, and
total-1y "user friendly, " video technicians are becoming a
much smaller group today, and nontechnical personnel are
learning to connect equipment cables or turn on the auto
l-eve1 switches in order to accomplish their editing or
production tasks.
The corporate video department is part of an overaLl
business environment. Therefore, it is recomrnended that the
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video professionaL understand that environment by taking
business and organizational courses, such as business
admj.nistration, political science, and other
bus iness /organizat ion related subjects. The corporate video
professional needs to understand both the pofltics and group
dynamics of a business or corporatLon. Successful corporate
video departments have personnel that are constantly
continuing their education, keeping up-to-date on the latest
technologies, and maintaining contacts Idith the rest of the
nonbroadcast industry through professional associations and
specialty group functions.
Manufacture rs
llntiT recently, corporate video departnent needs e,ere
not a priority for the najor equipment manufacturers;
therefore, corporate or industria.L users were Teft waiting
for broadcast teJ,evisjon eqvipnent to "trickle down."
Each of the participants was asked if the video
industry nanufacturers were responsive or proactive to the
needs of the corporate video dePartment.
Rice resPonds:
Tvro weeks ago, I would have said responsive,
at best, corporate video has been adjunct to
the real video wortd' The real video world i-s
broadcast tel-evision. There's been a certain
degree of responsiveness as certal-n elements
come up -- certainly the high-end internal
corpo.-ate facilities get served by a
manr]facturer when they call up and qualify
themselves out of a s-milLion dollar budget
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and I am installing this kind of stuff and the
salesman sholrs right up. But overalL, all theproducts have been geared primarily to the
broadcast industry. And they trickle down to
corporate .
As he continues:
I heard that at a pre-NAB [1991] talk to the
salesnen, Mark Grey, the president of some of
the sales and marketing company' told the
salesmen at the show 10 pelcent of the people
coming into the booth this year are going to
be broadcasters; it's the other 90 percent vrho
are corporate, medical, cable, and theyrre the
future of the company; they're the future of
SonY .
Callberg agrees as he responds, "I think ultimately
they're going to be responsive to the marketplace. And there
have been more lightweight cameras, more portable cameras,
l-a st longer on Polrer.
minutes on a battery. "
,J. Brush states :
T remember when al1 I had was 15
They have traditionally been reactive. I
think though Sony is beginning to pick up on
it as is Panasonic. we seem to be making some
inroads in understanding what corporate video
is. Werve worked with these peoPle -- D/J
Brush and Sony go back to the First Brush
Report, etc., and we're beginning to see some
pr-oactive but it's just beginning. They have
i:.aimed that they have been proactive foryears, but they really haven't. 
- 
Theyrve
iushed products out and then vrhen thetorporate video users have been enthusiastic
or lnvolved in using it or inventing new ways
to use it, then they jumped on the bandwagon
and they say "see we told You.I'
But she also defends manufacturers:
Wetve found individuals with Sony and
Panasonic $rho are very attuned to corporate
n".a" U"t by the time they fight the battles
of their corporations, they often lose '
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Reactive, proactive or iesponsive, it does not matter,
according to Marlow:
What you are talking about has to do vrith the
adoption of new technologies and prj.ce
elasticity of demand. At one tj.me computers
such as ENIAC took up several rooms. It washot and cost hundreds of thousands of do1Iars,but you can now the same technology in thepalm of your hand. So ultimately all
technologies have become accessible to the man
on the street.
As he continues:
Nov, rdhether the larger manufacturers pay mole
attention to the consumer market than the
corporate video market they I re two
different markets. They have their differentdemands. But the consumer market is'
definitely larger than the corporate
television market. If you add in software
.sales, you're talking about a 17 billion
dollar market in home video as compared to 6
billion dollars in the corporate nonbroadcast
television market. So c1early, there's more
dollars there. It all has to do with
economics .
when asked for the difference betlueen consumer and
prosume!, Rice responds:
I think the real people who make video within
a corporate structure are video professionals.
And another line from NAB from one of theproduct managers at one of the major
manufacturers said "I never had a customer
walk up to me and say I am a prosumer'" They
want professional Products.
As he continues:
There certainly is a merger of professionaLproducts and consumer ploducts. Some
companies which will put essentiafly the
identicaf product-- one in a pro line, one in
a consumer line-- but I think there is a real
distinction in terms of the users who know if
they are buying consumer to do it cheaply or
if they are buYing Professional .
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A change in the way manufacturers will direct their
marketing is near as Rice states:
I think the corporate malket is going to start
to see products developed specifically for
them as opposed to products that were recently
developed for broadcast and rdere taken to the
corporate market, when they got less
expensive, when they got to be second, third
and fourth generation product. And now you
are going to see stuff going directly to the
corporate market.
And as a result, the quality of corporate video
standards will increase, as Carlberg states:
well I think standards are going up as people
move from productions houses in broadcast into
corporate. I think it used to be that you
could sell a bill of goods to somebody in
corporate and some people did. And then there
are other manufacturers who held out for highquality and I applaud them. But I think as
people move ovex from production and broadcast
into corporate, the standards are raised
because they are demanding sinilar quality.
so the marketplace is starting to demand it
mole.
Manufacturers are now beginning to address the
nonbroadcast market as a separate market segment with needs
and characteristics different from either the broadcast or
consumer markets. In the past, corporate video, or the
nonbroadcast industry, waited for broadcast products to
become cheaper or consumer equipment to be upscaled with
professional functions and connections. with the groldth of
nonbroadcast over broadcast in terms of equipment budget
dollars, equipment is now being built Idith nonbroadcast
specifications in mind. In terms of formats, both Hi-8,
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developed by Sony, and S-VHS, marketed by Panasonic, .fVC and
others, demonstrate this new nonbroadcast tnarket niche.
Associations
ProfessLonal associations for the corporate video
departfient, such as ITVA, have aTso been reactive to the
video depaztment's rreeds. Professjonal associations ate
prinariTy usefu-z as a netwoEking tooT for video/cofianunication
professionals, especiaTTy college graduates and recentTy for
the growing fieTd of independents or freelancer.
Again the participants were asked if they felt that
professional- video associations were responsive or reactive
to their needs and if they offered sufficient leadership for
their success.
Rice responds:
ReaI tough question. Comparison [Between NAB
and ITVAI . National Association of
Broadcasters [NAB] serves broadcasters. It is
an industry from start to finish, which is of
a Like mind. we buy equipment. we maketelevision programming. we broadcast
television programming. We co 1Ie ct
advertising revenues-- that's our business.
Corporate video is not like that. As the case
of the ITVA, which has its different special
interest gloups o! it has manufacturing, it
has area at scope, it has medical . Itrs real
tough for an association to service colporate
video as a single industry. It's al-so really
diverse. One corporate video and one ITVA
member could be the head of a 4O-person
department. The guy sitting next to him is an
independent produceri so there's a difficulty
there and I think because of the diversity
it's very difficult for any association to
serve all of its membershiP.
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,f . Brush states :
weLl, I have mixed feelings about that. We've
been involved with ITVA and EEI Audio VisuaLCommittee and Audio visual ManagersAssoclation [AVMA] and IABC and a raft of
other organizatj-ons over the years -- AECT,
ASTD, you know the erhole alphabet soup of
organizations. I don't personally feel that
they attempt to give the leadership, because
supposedly they are reflecting the needs of
the organizations and the people that belong
to their various groups.
As she continues:
Remember, all of the people vtith the exception
of the executive director of the organization
are voLunteers. Itts very difficult. And a
couple peopLe we knord have gotten their head
handed to them. And a number of these
organizations I just mentioned were beingprobably too good of a leader of the
organization itself and as a result neglecting
the jobs that they are getting paid for.
After explaining the difficulties, J. Brush states, "So
you cantt fault them for being react j-ve. They are being
reactive because that's what their membership vtants. So it's
easier to be reactive than to sit dosrn and do these strategic
plans for the organization you head"'
Marlow felt that most professional video associations
like ITVA supported the corporate video department, but there
j-s a problem. He says, "Yeah. I would say so. The problem
with the International Television Association IITVA], and it
is an inherent problem' is that no one in the business is
competing for a regional or a national audience.rr Marlow
continues:
You're dealing essentiatly with the epitone of
a segmented market' Itrs an inherent problem
that there are some common problems but again
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it has to do with economlc conditions.
Someone out in the middle of Colorado lrorkingfor a mining company is not worried about what
his or. her counterpart at another minj.ng
company in Colorado is producing. They are
worried about just doing a good enough job to
be able to survive in their organization. Now
that rs the problem.
nat ional/ internat ional, is extremely supportive and a very
beneficiaf organization. I see the regional and locaI
chapters as spotty. Some are just incredibly good and some
donrt quite live up to their term.'r Vfhat is missing or
needed? He replied:
well you knord these days for one thing I think
everybody is working. i\ny company that is
successful, you donrt have time and ITVA is
one of those things that is easy to lurite off
and say well I wonrt go to the meeting Irvegot to finish this proposal or something like
that. Itrs an expendable thing. You are not
. paid to go there. You know if you've got to
feed you family then yourve got to do what you
have to do to keep the paycheck coming.
J. Brush responded to the question of what the
associations are doing, I'There are always questionnaires
going out from these organizations saying how can we best
serve your needs. And obviously they have to rel-y on
membership and dues, so the whole area is driven by what the
needs are today. "
D. Brush adds that the true benefit of these
associations is "netldorking. rr He states:
It's quite a benefit to the junior people
within the field who are fresh out of coflege
or have one or two years' experience and are
at the beginning to intermediate level-. After
an individual has achieved a certain leve1 of
comPetency and expertise as a manager or
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producer, therers probably Less value to ITVA.
And of coulse one of the big things they keeppromoting as its value is the networking
aspect. That you can call a chapter chair inSeattle, for example, and say "hey Irve got a
shoot coming up there, who do you recommend
that f get in touch rdith for a production
house or a cameraman?" or something and the
networking is very val-uabLe.
J. Brush agreed as she states, "Networking is extremely
important. I mean, we would not be able to do a job we're
doing right now without the netvrorking that rde set up through
ITVA and AVMA over the years. 'r She afso explains the
importance of these contacts:
It's very easy to pick up your directory and
as Doug said calL somebody in a city or eitheryou've met at a meeting or you know through
some association contacts and say 'rhey, I needhelp or can you make a suggestion o! I need to
check somebody out" and they're there.
The changes in the corporate video industry
forced associations to change accordingly. As Rice
I think ITVA has been coming around Iately,
For a long time they fought the gror,rth of the
independent anong the association. And no!,
they are coning around. They are seeing their
own figures as the growth of the independent
explodes inside the association. For three
reasons: number one, a Iot of people who are
coming up exclusively as independents that's
al-I they have been in serving corporate video;
number two, people who are coming out of
network and broadcast television as that
market shrinks and are finding a home in
corporate video -- are finding a client basei
and thirdly, probably most importantly, is
those people who were corporate video
departments who suddenly find themselves on
the outside -- someone who is part of a 40-person staff, rrhich gets cut back to 5, there
are 35 people looking for work and a 1ot of
them -- if not the majority of them stay in
corporate video but as outside independent
services.
have also
responds:
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Rice believes that even with all the changes, there
could be more:
They, ITVA, could pface a lepresentative on an
SMPTE committee. This gets into that whofephiLosophy that equipment that winds its rday
to the corporate nErket is second, third andfourth generation, Why do corporate peoPle
care about high-definition television? They
are using 3/4. They are using 17-year-old
technology. And it'Il be hand-me-down. If
the corporate industry stood up with a voice
through an association or through some ad hocleveI and said "we are going to be using high-definitionr " in fact, high-definition is agreat example -- we may lre1l be using highdefinition before the broadcasters start using
high definition. "we want a voj.ce. You haveyour needs and your requirements and the
parameters you're going to impose uPon this
technology because of the way you need it to
work for you. we have our own needs which may
or may not jive ldith yours, but give us a
voice in this." And T donrt think that
theyrre trying to do that at afl .
One resource that video department managers use for
outside support or professional neterorking is participation
in various professional organizations, Joining associations
such as ITVA provides membership directories for use both
IocalIy and when a cfientrs Project requires travel to
unfamitiar destinations. Contacts through the membership
directory do not guarantee access to a competent freelancer,
but odds are that incomPetent freelancers normally do not get
recommended for jobs.
As far as other benefits from participation in
professional video industry associations, few etere mentioned,
and reasons why ranged from the diversity of the membership
served to the leveL of voluntary nature or unpaid national
LO2
leadership. Based on only a few paid office personne.l-, most
professional associations rely on industry professionals to
work their fulL-time jobs as well- as lead regional and
sometimes national association activities.
Eut]rJce
In the year 2007, cozporate vLdeo deparxment functions
may incTude touch screen database guestjonnaires and the
daiTy use of Jive teTevision with canned shows ro77ed in and
mote-- or maybe there tton't be a corporate video department
at a17.
Participants rrere asked to predict the future of the
corporate video department by describing the functions and
department identity in the year 2001.
In response to the question of survival of the corporate
video departnent until the year 2001, Rice states, "I hope
so.rr
whereas Carlberg responds, "I donrt know, I think it
still will be what a lot of them are -- visual communications
or video departments. I think it will turn less away from
tape and more tordard live. " As he continues:
But f would hope that the thrust will remain
the same and that would be the same thrust
that a good media department is today and
that's being a problem solver -- you donrt
make TV programs, you soLve problems
communications problems.
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Vlhen questioned on the future of the corporate video
depart,ment Marlow states, "I think so yeah, except I don,t
think it's going to be videotape. I think it's a1l going to
be digitaL and Laser disk technology. " He continues:
One of the problems with making predictions is
that [they are] usually errong. I used to hear
things like that put forward by severaL
consultants and writers of how it rdas a1tgoing to become part of managementinformation, but that may or may not happen.I donrt know. Itrs hard to predict whatfactors are going to come into play that might
create a situation like that. r think it
would be safe to say, and I am not trying to
be safe, but it would be safe to predict that
vj-deo communicatj.ons are stil1 going to be
around in 10 years. Probably be around in 25years. Itrs like saying that because video
came along it didnrt do away with print.
There's more print in existence today, there
are more books in existence today since thegrowth of tefevision or radio. So they sort
of helped each other grow. So I nould say
video communications will probably be around a
10t more in the future than not. I think what
is going to happen though is that werre going
to solt of f l-ip back, as MarshalI McLuhan
might have said, into corporations using live
television instead of videotaped television.
I think the groldth of business television isgoing to occur now that satellite technology
has become more and more accessible and
corporations have a need for instant video
communications d Ia ,J.C. Penney, and Merrill-
Lynch, and Federal Express and the whole lot
of them. So f think you are going to see more
of that, but that in turn will drive the needfor canned video presentations that will
become part of those presentations.
As for the affiliation or title of the corporate video
department in the year 2001, Rice responds, 'rI hope itrs
corporate communications. I hope iL's a really broad
department where video is a centerpiece but not the end all
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and be all of its output." And thei! major functions? He
says:
Their major functions are to provide solutions
to any communications needs that appear within
any divlsion or department of the company.
And that video is one of many tools to have at
their fingertips to provide those solutions.
And their najor clients? Rice responds:
Their major clients are every single
department in-house. I don't think there
should be a delineation. I think if they are
good they wil] find ways and they will attract
each and every department to come to them tofind ways to improve thej.! oPerations. More
realistically, their major clients areprobably going to be PR and sales. Major
clients, but there is absolutely no reason why
a vi-deo depaltment in the year 200L can't have
the personnel department as a major client '
Why not be interviewing the aPplicants? !{hy
not create a touch screen databasequestionnaire instead of an application? Why
not provj.de a 15-minute briefing on the
company for a new applicant -- someone t ho
wafks in for an interview and you may give
them a brochure -- have them watch a videotape
while they are waiting in the outside office.
In following up on what it would take to get the video
department to the year 2001, Rice repliest
I think they need to stop thinking of
themsel-ves as television producers. I think
they shoufd stop thinking of themseLves aspeople who aie more closely akin to people
working in broadcast network and cable
television and start thinking of themselves asbeing more akj-n to the next vice president
down the half.
As Rice continues, "They shouldn't be forcing anybody to
do anything that they don't reaIly vrant to do in video. They
shouldn't be focusing narrowly on tape pictures and sound as
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the onl-y communications process
corporate cultures . "
Marlord adds:
They shouldn't be ignoring
The simple answer is that they have to aglee
to the concept of persona] growt,h. The real1y
successful managers are the ones that keep
looking beyond and keep growing themselves asindividuals and as professionals and keep 
.looking beyond their depaltment and just keep
on growing and become more sophisticated in
every rday they possibly can and to be as much
as a professional as they can.
As Mar.Low continues to comment on the making of a
successful video department :
It has to do with chemistry and it has to do
with the level of .profes s ionali sm of that
individual running the department. Are they
stuck where they are in their own growthprofessionally and personally o! are they
growing?
D. Brush responds with the most unexpected answer to the
question of the corporate video department functions in the
year 2001, "I don't think probably in 2001 you would be
talking about corporate video at all ." And do you agree? .I.
Brush responded, "Uh huh.'i Then what will we refer to vj.deo
as? D. Brush responded, "we'11 be talking about vrhatever
generic term will be applied to the entire fieLd of creatj.ng,
producing, and distributing communications in any form or
format. What Lhat's going to called we have no idea. " Could
it happen sooner? D. Brush states, "PossibIy sooner, but
certainly by 10 years. "
As J. Brush explains:
Because again it's more
this point at least.
technology driven at
I f rve become more
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sophisticated in expressing ou! needs as
corporate clients, then our needs grow and the
technology is growing side by side with the
needs. If you rdant to cal-I it the next stage
or the next generation, itrs a whole new world
out there.
The future for those departments that still exist by
only doing corporate news video programming does not l-ook
promising. The corporate viewer j.s very familiar vrith the
capabilities and uses of video, and the colporate video asset
learning curve is beginning to level off. Better program
distribution (i.e., digital compute! screen video, j-n-house
wireLess transmission, distribution via AC circuit technology
or everyday muLti-point origination and distribution
tel-econferencing) is just around the corner and yet talking
heads on the screen will l-ook Like talking heads no matter
how it is distributed.
Computer-based training is taking business away from the
once dominant video-based training. Computer groups that
produce these traj.ning and marketing programs knord more about
video than corporate video departments know about computers.
And just as desktop publishing has revol-utionized the
corporate printing world, so too wiLl even a greater effect
be fel-t by the corporate video department as desktop video
becomes established.
Corporate video departments will experience greater
changes in the 1990s with computers than those brought about
in the 1970s with the videotape cassette. This time the
result will mean more than better acquisition and
distribution formats; computers will change the process and
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function of video as !e know it today. When this will happen
is not definite, but video departments that can cope and make
the transition to corporate communication problem solvers
will survive and continue to grord as they have done in the
past .
SrrrIrna ry
This chapter described the data collection process used
for this research. Theme development and the method for
coding and ana.Lyzing the data were reviewed. As a result of
the data analysis, several themes t ere presented and
supported with direct quotes by the transcribed interviews.
Fina11y, a data interpretation was provided that summarized
the compiled themes contained in this research. The next
chapter will discuss the findings in greater detail as the
themes are compared to the review of the literature for
corporate video.
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Chapte8 4
DiscussioD
This chapter examines four areas. The first area covers
how the analyzed data refate to the revj-ew of the literature,
The second area contains additionaL observatj-ons made by the
participants that did not surface as themes in the data
analysis. The third area discloses limitations in the data
collection method and other designs used in this research
project. Final1y, the fourth area focuses on considerations
for further studies or projects relating to the corporate
video department as a result of the findings in this research
project.
Literature rnd the Dat,a
The key difference between the findings in the review of
the literatule on corporate video and the data analysis in
this study hinges on recency. As is the case with most
written material, there is a delay from when the author
conducts research, records and edits thoughts, and then
completes the work for publishing. It may take several
months and even years for the collected data to be published.
Therefore, the review of the literature, based on written and
published material spanning many years, could not possibly
reveal the current material gained from the qualitative,
depth interviews used in this current research project. Time
is an important factor in the study of the corporate video
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department because the video department function j-s changing
rapidly. Even the Brush Reports, published on the state of
the nonbroadcast television industry about every four or five
years, are often outdated before their publication date and
therefore require an updated supplement to be printed which
outline the recent changes in the industry.
Desktop video or digital video is currently one of the
causes for the fast-paced changes. The literature mentions
digital vj-deo as a future development, but the intervj-ews
clearly demonstrate that digital video is here today. 'Just
as the need for effective training and marketing programs
caused the burst of growth in the corporate video department 
'
so too is the demand today for effective multimedia nonfinedr
video and computer-glaphic-based trainj.ng, sales reporting,
and employee information programs. will the corporate video
department be able to react as it did in the 1970s? The
interviewees I future predictions suggest that the department
will be able to react if major changes in video departments I
form and function are reafized. Even then, the corporate
video department's identity wouLd not be recognized compared
to current standards. The literature and research data
confirm that the corporate video industry is growing, but the
data suggest that the industry groldth is occurring more
within outside video production companies and freeLancers
than within in-house corporate video departments 
- 
a direct
result of almost 10 years of cutbacks in corporate video
departments. Video departments have been able to expand
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their capabilities and staffing by hiring outside support
services and freeLancers to support functions on an as-needed
bas is .
Reseaxch data suggest that the leve1 of experience and
talent within typical corporate video departments has led
video managers to go outside for more experienced and
talented producers, directors, and technicians. The lack of
growth within the video department and, to some degree its
demlse, can be attributed to the fact that the corporate
video producer can often find better and cheaper video
support and servj-ces outside the department. Not only is the
commercial broadcast industry feeding the talent pool with
these experienced professionals, but so are the corporate
video professionals who l-eave to start their own production
companies and take years of video experience away from their
corporate video department .
The literature describes the corPorate video manager as
a captain vrho keeps the coxporate video department ship
afloat. Through cutbacks, lay-offs and mergers, the video
manager does all he,/she can to stay in the black or at least
not go in the red more than Last year. The research data
suggest that there is little left of the video department to
trim and the video manager should be, or sliould soon start,
looking for another "ship.n The new "ship" should take on
new functions and become a communicati.on source where video
is only part of a more comprehensive function. The
interviews depict a successful video department wlth these
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traits: not advocating video as the ultimate solution,
understanding the objectives of the corporation, and being
cost effective.
There were two areas that the reviev, of the literature
failed to mention. The first is the impact that
manufacturers like SONY, ,JVC, and. Panasonic have on corporate
video departments. And the second 
- 
what the effects, if
any, that large professional associations have on corporate
video departments. Because of the lack of information on
these topics, this study contained questions aimed at
providing some insight.
The data support the notion that change is coming and
lhat manufacturers are beginning to address the real needs of
the corporate video department, not just modifying broadcast
and consumer equipment for industrial use. The change j-s a
result of market share, and the segment with the largest
combined t'udget receives the attention and product
development support from the major manufacturers. The
broadcast television market no longer holds share dominance.
According to the data, nonbroadcast television, as a whole,
spends more budget dollars and soon, if not already, one erill
see equipment aimed directly at the industrial user.
The data provided significant insights into the
strengths and weaknesses of professional associations such as
ITVA. First, associations have been reactive to the needs of
the corporate video department, providing more of a
networking function among professionaLs than a strong voJ.ce
Lt2
or l-eadership in the industry. Although membership nunbers
have LeveJ.ed off, the number of independents or freelancers
is increasing rapidly. As a result, the value of contacts
through netrrorking opportunities is proving to be an asset
provided by the larger associations,
As for weaknesses, the data clearLy demonstrate a lack
of leadership within the associations for the video industry
as a whole. As an exampLe, ITVA, which has a small number of
paid staff positions, cannot possibly provide the needed
leadership for alL its members. From the viewpoint of the
associationrs leaders, it is difficult to be a strong
association president etith a meflibership of 10,000+ and sti1l
maintain a ful]-time job. More paid positions are needed
within the associations if they are to provide a greater
benef.it for corporate video departments. The additional
professional leadership could provide more training semi.nars
and career guidance as well as lobby for the entile
nonbroadcast industry in matters such as HDTV and other
technologies that will determine the future of its members.
The future for the corporate video department, as
depicted by the .literature, is hopeful, and awaits the next
technology devel-opment to launch it ahead into the next
decade. The interviews indicate that thej next technology is
here 
- 
computers. Those r ho understand and control computers
may control the video department of the future. In the
meantime, computers are beginning to play key roles in every
aspect of today's corporate video department. Erom computer-'
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based library inventories to comPuter-based editing
!'rorkstations, computers are vital to the corporate video
department. Compute!-based digital video is moving ahead and
currently there are three groups that the data suggest are in
position to control it, and with it the video programming for
the corporation. The groups are telecommunicat ions (due to
their association lrith video teleconferencing systems that
use telecommunication faciLities fo! transmission) i
Management Information Systems (MIS) (divisions that are
being created.within organizations to manage digital data
(i.e., digital video) storage and retrieval); and the
corporate video or media departments. The interviewees
agreed that no matter which group gained control of this new
medium, one woufd not recognize it by using today's corporate
vj-deo department as a comparative standard.
@
Broadcasting Versus Corporate
Although the participants' data were collected and
analyzed for common themes. there lrere a few notable
observations that relate to the corporate video departmentrs
struggLe for success that need to be mentioned.
The first observation came from both Rice and Carlberg.
They both commented on how corporate video professionals make
the mistake of acting like broadcast professionals. The
reason according to Carlberg is "...we1L there's a certain
7L4
romance and adventure inherent in broadcasting. r started in
radio and r rea11y enjoyed it. There's a certain
spontanelty, a live aspect of the business, that you just
don't ahuays get in corporate. You know each has its
strengths in terms of its appeal .I'
Rice explains the difference:
I think they need to stop thinking of
themselves as television producers. f think
they should stop thinking of themselves as
peopJ.e who are more cfosely akin to people
working in broadcast network and cable
tefevision and start thinking of themselves as
being more akin to the next vice president
down the haI1.
Although corporate and broadcasting television share the
same techrlologies, their goals and functions are completely
different. The commercj.al programming effort in broadcasting
is quite different than the information and training
prograflming objectives in corporate television.
Profit Cent ers
Many corporate video managers suggest that the key to
bringing the video department out of the red is to take on
outside work. But as .1. Brush comments:
That is always a very, very difficult issue to
handle, because we have recommended against
doing outside work to most of our clients.
There are those ldho can handle it but most
cannot, because you are trying to serve two
masters.
J. Brush continues by stating that unless one has the
total agreement of top management, when one is working with
outside cl.ients and sonething arises in which management
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needs the departmentrs services, that they not complain.
rrBut most corporations don't understand and put themselves in
a real bind by trying to take in other people's work and then
trying to manage their own projects as rre]I. "
Rice agrees:
And a lot of companies which have opened big
and expansive places and have then cut them
back or have opened big places and management
says itrs a sponge that is just sucking up
money, And then they open them up and try to
make them comnercial and b!ing in outside
clientele, which I don rt think Irve ever seen
work successfully.
Charge-Back Systems
Charge back systems are designed dl-fferently depending
on the corporation. Some corporations give the video
department a yearly budget with zero charge-back to the group
that uses the video department. Most companies use a charge-
back system that keeps accounting tabs on aL1 charges
incurred to that video production, including stock and
postage costs, and then bills the group reguesting the video
project for these charges. According to Carlberg, "There has
been a big debate on charge back systems. I don't like them
myself in general, f 've not seen a charge back system that
hasn't caused hard feefings or turned producers or managers
into accountants instead of Tv peop1e. "
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Hiring Freelancers
In determining staff support needs, Rice suggests that
the staff functions be divided into two groups - above-the-
line and below-the-fine. Fj-rst, above-the-1ine personnel are
those that a department can afford to hire on a full-t j-me
basis and will hoLd thej.r value within the corporation. For
example, a fulf-time producer is going to learn the corporate
culture, inow the company philosophy, and be much more of a
company expert on various video projects. The technical
support staff that assists an in-house producer would be
consldered belolr-the-Line or part-time personnel because a
department coutd not affold to keep them working on in-house
projects fuIl-time and they would be hired as needed. Rice
recommended that the corporate video department I s first
above-the-l-ine hire be a PloducerT then a writer, with
additional fuII-tirne above-the-Iine hires made as needed.
Linitations of the Studv
The limitations of this research, as are those of most
other studies, became apparent as the study progressed. At
first, the researcher tries to build in measures and guides
for a perfect study, but there j-s no such thing as a perfect
study .
Indeed this study was not perfect, because there were
too many variables at work and as alrdays time and resources
were limited. Even in the process of data collection, the
Lack of certain resources immediately indicated the
LL7
limitat:ions of this study. The lack of financial resources
was a m.a jor factor in the selection of the interview style
for this research. In oriier to record facial and nonverbal
xesponses for later data analysj.s, on-site field interviews
would have been more effective than the phoned depth
intervie\rs used. The number of palticipants was also a key
limitation to this study, although a carefuf selection of the
participants was made to avoid this limitation.
The amount of collected data determined this study's
next li:nitation: the difficulty of accessing the data and
exposingt its meaning. The limitation of a single researcher
on this project also affected the data interpretation, for
one person cannot interpret something that he/she does not
understand or find to exist. An advantage of the use of only
one researcher for a qualitative study however, was
efficiency. Because there was no need to explain personal
notes and data analysis to othe! assistants, this researcher
was able to maintain complete control over a complex
personalized coding process. Therefore, it took less time to
interpreE and analyze the data.
One finaL limitation was that the subject of the study
(the corporate video department) does not have a norm as to
its size, function, or mission. This point became obvious
when asking the participants to identify the stage of
devefopment that the corporate video department is in today.
Each par:ticipant had his/her otn conceptua 1i zat ion of a
11.8
corporate video department and was influenced by his/her own
experiences and knowledge of other departments.
Every researcher says that future research is needed,
and this researcher folfows that model. The futule research
on this topic should not focus on the corporate video
department and how it copes with an identity crisis in
changing times. Instead, future research should focus on the
technologies that force that identity crisis.
This research examined what the corPorate video
department did to survive major changes j-n the late 1980s and
early 1990s. But the key to continued success in the late
1990s and beyond is to understand that technologies are not
the reasons for a video department's success, but rather are
just the current tools available for use at the time. The
participants in this study were concerned about who would
control the communication technology of the futule, and yet
they believe today that we shoul-d prepare our corporate video
departments to understand the business and purpose of
communication within the corpolation regardless of the
technofogy at hand. The departments that are taking on this
new mission will be here in 10 years, but there are many who
will not exj.st because of the shortsighted goals of video
department managers and corporate executives.
This research also suggests that larger video industry
associations produce video reports or teleconferences and
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distribute them to their members. There exist severa.I
examples of opportunities and pitfalls experienced by
corporate video departments from which other corporate video
departments could Iearn. The journals only skim the surface
with short articl-es highlighting tips for success and reports
displaying a very optirflistic, "aII is great, because there is
growth in the video industry, attitude - possibly done to
appease its advertisers. A yearly video program or
teleconference could provide a current status of the
industry, which could include model dePartments, career
guidance, and programming suggestions for corporate video
professionals and those j.nterested in entering the
nonbroadcast fie1d.
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